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Summary
The 21st century is characterised by growth of population, economy, and
technological innovations. These developments trigger significant demands in food
provision, preservation of biodiversity and adaption strategies to climate change.
One of the most prominent natural covers of earth’s land surface are grasslands.
These ecosystems contribute positively to biodiversity, provide habitats for
endangered species and fodder for ruminants. Further, they are one of the most
important carbon sinks. Extensively managed grasslands and semi-natural nature
conservation grasslands are highly valuable providers of ecosystem services and
could play a key role in future management strategies to save species, threatened
by climate change. But extensive grasslands, among many other ecosystems, are
at risk by the spread of invasive species, which are a main driver for loss of
biodiversity.
To confront these challenges of our time, innovations in research and remote
sensing (RS) technology should be utilised and investigated. Remote sensing and
the vast improvements in data processing could play a key role in management of
extensive nature conservation grasslands to support management decisions on
strategic, tactic and operational level. As highly invaded, extensive grassland
monitoring requires advanced remote sensing methods, research is necessary to
gain information on requirements, potentials, and limitations and to accomplish
applicable workflows. In this thesis, two approaches for biomass estimation as well
as two approaches for invasive species mapping were investigated as followed: i)
terrestrial 3d laser scanner data with optimised feature tuning for biomass
estimation, ii) data fusion of terrestrial 3d laser scanner and UAV-based
(unmanned aerial vehicle) hyperspectral sensor for optimised biomass prediction,
iii) invasive species mapping (Lupinus polyphyllus Lindl.) from UAV-borne RS data,
iv) large scale mapping of L. polyphyllus from WorldView-3 satellite data.
Biomass estimation was successfully accomplished by terrestrial 3d laser
scanning. Features derived from point clouds have been Canopy Surface Height
(CSH), Sum of Voxel, Mean of 3d-grid Heights, and Convex-Hull. The optimum set
of model specific parameters to increase model stability and performance was
XXIII

identified. The methods were compared in terms of model performance and
calculation speed. CSH models based on point clouds, which were merged from
two opposite scans, achieved the highest average accuracy both for fresh and dry
biomass. The second approach was accomplished by sensor data fusion of
terrestrial 3d laser data and UAV-borne hyperspectral sensor data. Results from
machine learning (random forest) models revealed, that the combination of
complementary sensor data was superior to models derived from single sensor
data. Additionally, feature selection was conducted to increase model simplicity
and the impact of invasive L. polyphyllus on biomass prediction was investigated.
In the third approach, a workflow for mapping of invasive L. polyphyllus was
successfully developed. Therefore, UAV-borne thermal and RGB sensor data was
utilized with a method of object-based image analysis (OBIA) and random forest.
The fourth approach attended to identify invasive L. polyphyllus in differing
coverage at larger scale by WorldView-3 multispectral satellite data. A multitude of
machine learning methods have been tested in combination with feature selection
procedure. Limitations for low L. polyphyllus coverage have been identified and
future perspectives for satellite-based approaches have been discussed.
Remote sensing methods have shown their value to face the challenges of highly
invaded, heterogenous grassland monitoring. As long as technological innovations
are emerging, remote sensing could unleash new monitoring qualities with
increased spatial, spectral and temporal resolution. A highly connected society
could benefit from innovative sensor technology and preserve and transform earth,
a planet worth living on.
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Zusammenfassung
Das 21. Jahrhundert ist gezeichnet von einer wachsenden Weltbevölkerung,
Ökonomie und technologischen Innovationen. Diese Entwicklungen sorgen für
einen

signifikanten

Bedarf

an

Nahrung,

Schutz

der

Biodiversität

und

Anpassungsstrategien an den Klimawandel.
Eine

der

am

weit

verbreitetsten

natürlichen

Landoberflächen

sind

Grünlandsysteme. Diese Ökosysteme tragen positiv zur Biodiversität bei, stellen
Habitate für bedrohte Arten und Futter für Wiederkäuer. Zudem sind sie eine der
wichtigsten Kohlestoffsenken. Extensiv bewirtschaftetes Grünland und naturnahes
Naturschutzgrünland sind wertvolle Bereitsteller von Ökosystemdienstleistungen
und könnten eine Schlüsselrolle in zukünftigen Managementstrategien spielen
zum Schutz von Arten, die durch den Klimawandel bedroht sind. Jedoch ist
extensives Grünland, wie viele andere Ökosysteme, bedroht durch die Ausbreitung
invasiver Arten, welche einen großen Einfluss auf den Verlust der Biodiversität
haben.
Um den Herausforderungen unserer Zeit zu begegnen, sollten Innovationen in der
Forschung

und

Fernerkundung

der
und

Fernerkundung
eine

rasche

genutzt

und

Verbesserung

untersucht
von

werden.

datenbasierten

Prozessierungsabläufen könnte eine Schlüsselrolle im Management von
extensivem Naturschutzgrünland spielen, auf strategischem, taktischem und
operativem Level. Da stark invadiertes, extensives Grünland hoch entwickelte
Fernerkundungsmethoden benötigt, formulieren sich Forschungsfragen zu
methodischen

Voraussetzungen,

Potentialen

und

Limitierungen

und

zur

Verwirklichung anwendbarer Workflows. Dieser Arbeit liegen zwei Ansätze zur
Biomassebestimmung und zwei Ansätze zur Detektion der invasiven Staude L.
polyphyllus folgendermaßen zugrunde: i) terrestrische 3d Laserdaten mit
optimierter

Variablenverbesserung

zur

Biomasseabschätzung,

ii)

Datenfusionierung von terrestrischem 3d Laser Scanner und drohnengestütztem
Hyperspektralsensor für optimierte Biomasseabschätzung, iii) Kartierung einer
invasiven Art (L. polyphyllus) mittels drohnengestützter Fernerkundungsdaten und
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iv) großflächiger Kartierung von L. polyphyllus mit Hilfe von multispektralen
WorldView-3 Satellitendaten.
Eine Biomasseabschätzung mittel terrestrischem 3d Laser Scanner war
erfolgreich. Aus den Punktwolken abgeleitete Variablen waren Vegetationshöhe,
Summe der Voxel, mittlere 3d-Gitterhöhe, und das Volumen der konvexen Hülle.
Das optimale Set aus modellspezifischen Parametern zur Steigerung der
Modellstärke wurde identifiziert. Die Methoden wurden hinsichtlich ihrer
Modellstärke und Kalkulationsdauer verglichen. Das Modell der Vegetationshöhe,
bestehend aus zwei gegenüberliegenden Laserscans erzielte die höchste
Modellstärke für Frisch- und Trockenmasse. Der zweite Ansatz wurde mittels einer
Fusion

von

terrestrischen

3d

Laserdaten

und

drohnengestützten

Hyperspektraldaten realisiert. Die Modellergebnisse des maschinellen Lernens
(random forest) zeigten, dass eine Kombination komplementärer Sensorsysteme
die Modellstärke verbessern kann. Zusätzlich wurde eine Variablenselektion
durchgeführt, um die Modellkomplexität zu verringern. Zudem wurde der Einfluss
von L. polyphyllus auf die Modellergebnisse untersucht. Der dritte Ansatz, ein
Workflow zur Kartierung der invasiven Staude L. polyphyllus wurde erfolgreich
entwickelt. Hierfür wurden drohnenbasierte Thermal- und RGB-Sensordaten
genutzt mit Methoden der objektbasierten Bildanalyse und des maschinellen
Lernens. Der vierte Ansatz dient der großflächigen Kartierung der invasiven
Staude L. polyphyllus mittels multispektraler WorldView-3 Satellitendaten. Eine
Vielzahl unterschiedlicher Ansätze des maschinellen Lernens wurden in
Kombination mit Variablenselektion getestet. Grenzen der Erkennung von L.
polyphyllus wurden hinsichtlich ihrer Bestandsdichte identifiziert und Perspektiven
für zukünftige satellitenbasierte Ansätze diskutiert.
Der

Wert

fernerkundlicher

Methoden

zur

Überwachung

extensiver

Grünlandsysteme konnte herausgearbeitet werden. Solange technologische
Innovationen vorangetrieben werden, kann Fernerkundung neue Qualitäten
freisetzen, mit höherer räumlicher, zeitlicher und spektraler Auflösung. Eine
miteinander

vernetzte

Weltgemeinschaft

könnte

von

innovativen

Sensortechnologien profitieren und einen Beitrag leisten zum Schutz und zur
Transformation der Erde, einem lebenswerten Planeten.
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General Introduction

1 General Introduction
1.1 Extensive grassland
Grassland plays a key role in fulfilling the demands of our time. A growing world
population links to an increased need to feed ruminants, which still are a main
source of human’s protein and Vitamin B12 uptake (Gille and Schmid 2015; Silver
et al. 2019). At the same time, the impact of anthropogenic activities and the
changing climate conditions led to a dramatic loss of biodiversity. This loss of
biological diversity can alter the functionality of ecosystems and their ability to
provide services that are important for society (Cardinale et al. 2012). In this light,
grassland is of high value because it provides fodder for ruminants and habitats for
a wide variation of species (Silva et al. 2008).
More than a third of the European agricultural used area is covered by grassland
(Smit et al. 2008). Grassland can be classified into permanent and temporary
managed grassland with different degree of intensification. Per definition, a
grassland site in the European Union becomes permanent after five years without
ploughing. The management practise can further classify grasslands into
meadows, which are predominantly mowed and pastures which are predominantly
grazed by ruminants. The degree of intensification is depending on the site
conditions (climate and soil conditions) and the target interest. While high input
grasslands, provide effective fodder production, extensively managed grasslands
have high biodiversity values and provide additional ecosystem services (ES)
(Bengtsson et al. 2019). These ES include forage provision for wildlife and
domestic herbivores. Additionally, extensive grassland contributes to multiple
environmental, climatic, and anthropogenic demands such as reduction of erosion,
soil carbon storage as well as human tourism and recreation (Silva et al. 2008; de
Bello et al. 2010). Extensive grasslands are at risk by abandonment due to
unprofitable management efforts (mowing and grazing) which can lead to a
transformation of open grasslands and alter the floristic composition (Moog et al.
2002).
1
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1.2 Invasive plant species
Human activities such as trading, travelling, and farming have promoted the spread
of non-native species across the world. If such a species can establish into a nonnative environment and threatens biological diversity, it is referred to as invasive
alien species with the ability to alter ecosystems. Today, invasive species are
identified as one of the main drivers for the loss of biodiversity (Miller et al. 2006;
Ehrenfeld 2010). For Europe, more than 12.000 alien plant species are listed in the
DAISIE (Delivering Alien Invasive Species In Europe) data base (DAISIE 2020).
Negative impacts from invasive plant species can be induced by ground cover
domination, leading to higher competitive pressure for native plant species.
Dominant stands of invasive plants can also alter the habitat structure and thereby
the refugium of highly adapted species (Valtonen et al. 2006; Thiele et al. 2010;
Hejda et al. 2017). Atmospheric Nitrogen fixation ability of invasive legume species
can change the soil nutrient pools. Plant species reaching for nutrients in lower soil
levels can as well change the soil composition and thereby threaten native plant
species which are dependent on low nutrient availability (Hiltbrunner et al. 2014).
If invasive plant species contain toxic ingredients in above ground plant material,
forage quality can decrease with impact on ruminant health conditions.
Additionally, their abundance in ecosystems can change their fire regime (Balch et
al. 2013), their susceptibility to wind erosion (Weisberg et al. 2017) and they can
be a carrier for new plant viruses (Ingwell and Bosque-Pérez 2015).
Invasive plant species alter multiple ecosystem types. They can be found in forests,
rangelands and grasslands, agroecosystems, aquatic ecosystems, and urban
ecosystems (Bolch et al. 2020). Forests are invaded by other trees (Dash et al.
2019) or shrubs (Resasco et al. 2007) and non-woody vegetation (Cheng 2007).
Aquatic ecosystems, already one of the most endangered ecosystems with highest
loss of biodiversity (Dudgeon et al. 2006), are extremely vulnerable and react
highly sensitive to alternations from invasive alien species, but they are primarily
caused by animals rather than plants (Gherardi 2007). Agroecosystems and urban
ecosystems are highly influenced by anthropogenic interventions. In these
ecosystems, biodiversity relies mainly on human management and urban planning
2
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decisions. Invasive plant species in agroecosystems are under pressure by
intensive management and therefore, successful invaders must pass the barriers
of pesticides and soil cultivation practices, that are commonly applied in these
systems. Urban ecosystems are highly dynamic and invasive plant species are
often intentionally introduced in public and private gardens. Human mobility and
movement of soils for construction purposes are vectors for species distributions
(Rupprecht et al. 2015; Hui et al. 2017). Rangeland and grassland ecosystems are
mostly invaded by non-woody species (DiTomaso 2000). Plant species invasion in
extensive grasslands have multiple vectors, that can be cargo, vehicles, wind,
streams, wildlife and domestic animals as well as unintentional and intentional
distribution by humans (Brancatelli and Zalba 2018).

1.3 Invasive L. polyphyllus in the Rhön UNESCO
biosphere reserve
The Rhön UNESCO biosphere reserve is a lower mountain range region in central
Germany, covering a total area of 2433 km2. It is characterised by extensively
managed open-range semi-natural grasslands with mountain hay meadows and
Nardus stricta grasslands (NATURA habitat types 6520 and 6230 respectively).
These grassland sites have high biodiversity values and are a habitat for multiple
endangered species of flora and fauna (e.g., Crex crex, Lyrurus tetrix, Arnica
montana, Cicerbita alpina).
In the 1930 the legume Lupinus polyphyllus Lindl. was intentionally introduced to
the region. It is a perennial legume, originated in North Pacific America. A single
plant can reach a height of 50-150 cm (Fremstad 2010) and produce up to 2000
seeds (Aniszewski 2001). L. polyphyllus has a high potential of ballistic
distributions up to 6 m distance (Volz 2003).
It served as a cover plant in spruce plantations to reduce erosion and to enrich the
soil with Nitrogen. From there it could spread into the nearby grassland sites which
were more and more abandoned by farmers and shepherds. An additional driver
for its spread was given by competing nature protection interests which tend to
prevent the grassland sites to be mowed or grazed before July (staggered in
3
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different dates and areas) to protect the habitat of ground breeding birds from
drastic disturbance as well as to give endangered flowering plants the ability to
generate seeds. The late harvesting date increased the potential for L. polyphyllus
to reach the generative stage (Volz 2003). It has been observed, that from the
1990s until today, the ground cover of L. polyphyllus has doubled in some
vulnerable part of the Rhön Biosphere reserve (Klinger et al. 2019b).
Alternation by dominant stands of L. polyphyllus are especially given for plant
species with low plant height (Otte and Maul 2005a). Further, the fixation of
elementary nitrogen can enrich the soil especially in nutrient poor habitats (Lee et
al. 2017). Further, twenty-nine quinolizidine alkaloids have been found in L.
polyphyllus (Veen et al. 1992) which can reduce the forage quality and be harmful
especially for horses (Pfister and Lopez 2001). Another threat for ruminants is
given by Phomopsis leptostromijormis (Bush and Burton 1994), a mould fungus
which can affect primarily sheep and horses, but also cattle, goats, ducks and
chicken, even with lethal effect (Jago et al. 1982).

1.4 Remote sensing for grassland monitoring
Traditional grassland monitoring, more precise, the data collection of fresh and dry
matter yield, forage quality and plant species composition is highly time consuming.
To overcome the limitations of point wise data collection and interpolation with high
uncertainty, a monitoring approach that spatially covers the whole area of interest
without gaps could enhance the grassland monitoring practice.
Remote sensing (RS) is characterised by its ability to collect information on objects,
subjects, and surfaces from a distant position (Schott 2007). Information about the
observed target can be collected in form of electromagnetic radiation that is
reflected or emitted by the target (or area of interest) and is collected by an optical
sensor. Solar irradiance of mainly visible, near infrared and short-wave infrared
can be used to gain information on the target’s reflectance signature, which is
influenced by targets reflectance properties and can inform about target material
(Huete 2004).
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Healthy vegetation has a spectral signature that is characterised by an increased
reflectance of electromagnetic radiation at 500 nm (green) and a high reflectance
in the near infrared region from 700 – 1200 nm. These reflectance patterns can be
traced back to plant physiological properties. Absorption of visible blue and red
light is linked to plant’s photosynthetic activity (chlorophyll, xanthophyll, βcarotone). High reflectance of electromagnetic radiation in the near infrared region
is linked to the cellular structure of the leaves (spongy mesophyll), especially for
healthy vegetation (Jacquemoud and Baret 1990). There exists a broad range of
optical sensors with different spectral resolutions. RGB-cameras can collect data
on three bands covering each a range of electromagnetic radiation in the blue
(~450–485 nm), green (~500–565 nm) and red (~ 625–700 nm) region.
Multispectral sensors have usually 2-3 additional bands in the red edge (~680–730
nm) region, which is characterised by a rapid increase in reflectance for healthy
vegetation, and in the near infrared (~750 – 1.400 nm) region. Beside RGB and
NIR, some multispectral sensor can also collect electromagnetic radiation of
ultraviolet (10 – 400 nm) and short-wave infrared (1400 – 3000 nm) as well as
thermal radiation (e.g.1.000 nm or 14.000 nm). The highest spectral resolution is
provided by hyperspectral sensors which usually collect hundreds of bands
commonly in the visible, near-infrared and sometimes short-wave infrared region.
Beside optical sensors, active LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) and ultrasonic
sensors can be used to collect three dimensional, spatial information about above
ground vegetation (Moeckel et al. 2017; Wijesingha et al. 2019). While LiDAR data
provides 3d point cloud information from an active sensor system, 2d images
derived by optical sensors can also be utilised with a photogrammetric technique
called structure from motion (SfM) (Snavely et al. 2006). Therefore, images from
different shooting angles are collected and processed in photogrammetry software
to gain 3d point cloud information. These point clouds usually have lower spatial
resolution compared to LiDAR systems when used from same observation
distance. Both systems can be applied on platform at ground level as well as on
UAV and Airborne platforms.
Sensor platforms can range from tripods on ground level to UAVs in ~10 – 100 m
AGL (Above Ground Level), airborne platforms at AGL > 300 m and sunsynchronous satellites between 600 - 800 km. The distance from sensor to target
5
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is thereby dependent from its platform and affects the spatial resolution as well as
the scale of the sensor data. Temporal resolution is restricted by weather
conditions, light conditions, and for satellites by the revisiting time of the satellite
over the area of interest. Last, radiometric resolution is presented in bits, which
correspond to the maximum number of brightness levels a sensor can collect. From
these five quality aspects (spectral-, spatial-, temporal-, radiometric resolution and
scale), a compromise must often be made to fit the requirements of the remote
sensing task (Barnsley 1999; Kuenzer et al. 2014).
For grassland monitoring, RS has the potential to monitor, detect and measure
natural and man-induced trends and to study the management practice (Zielinska
et al. 2015). This can be interpreted from biomass yields (chapter 1.4.1), forage
quality (Wijesingha et al. 2020a) grassland health assessment (Xu and Guo 2015)
or of habitat structure and grassland diversity (Möckel et al. 2016; Jensen et al.
2020). The scale at which grassland monitoring takes place is depending on the
research or management question of interest. Large scale monitoring on global,
European, national, or regional level can support governmental and nongovernmental institutions in their action strategies and research aims. For example,
these datasets can be used to identify sparse ground cover classes (e.g., Arable
crops, grassland, concrete) and monitor dynamics of land cover changes. Medium
and small-scale monitoring is primarily of interest for managers on an operational
level, both in farm management as well as in nature protection and ecological
research tasks.

1.4.1 Remote sensing for biomass estimation of extensive
grassland
Biomass estimation is one of the main components of grassland management. It
is a useful tool for farmers to calculate their overall fodder supply, the regrowth of
pasture in a grazing management system, but also in extensive grassland to
investigate grassland dynamics and impacts of external factors on habitat status
as well as management decision of practical nature conservation interests. The
most used traditional biomass estimation method in grasslands is destructive
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clipping of representative sampling points. Two drawbacks can be identified from
this: It is highly time consuming (clipping weighting, drying, dry matter weighting)
and thereby costly, as well as uncertain for unsampled areas which can be
especially defective in highly heterogenous grassland sites (Catchpole and
Wheeler 1992).
To overcome the monetary and timely costs of destructive sampling, nondestructive estimation methods have been developed. One of those, that has found
its way onto farms on a daily practical basis is the rising plate meter (RPM). At its
core, an RPM is a device, consisting of a vertical graduated shaft and a plate which
is measuring the above ground plant density from which a calibrated equation
estimates the above ground biomass. The first prototype of a RPM was introduced
already in 1976 (Castle 1976). From there, multiple modifications and optimisations
were conducted to increase its estimation performance for different habitat types
and to increase its automatization procedures by GPS tracking and implementation
of user-friendly smartphone software. However, one drawback still is mentionable
for the use of RPM systems: The lack in spatial coverage. While the practical use
is getting easier with semi-automated RPM devices and GPS data collection, it is
still a pointwise measurement technique and interpolation has to be done to
estimate biomass. For homogenous pastures, this is passable, but for highly
heterogenous grasslands with high plant diversity, the RPM method reaches its
limit. However, RPM methods are still a common reference estimation method to
validate new RS-based alternatives (Bareth and Schellberg 2018).
Remote sensing has been utilised to close these measurement gaps by collecting
2d and 3d datasets. Its ability to collect spectral and spatial information over the
complete area of interest avoids the necessity of interpolation in a point-wise
measurement. For grassland systems, different RS approaches have been
investigated to monitor above ground biomass. For large scale monitoring satellitebased multispectral and moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS)
sensors have been used (He et al. 2019; Wang et al. 2019), while on field level,
UAV-based sensor data collection is very often used as a source for both, 2d and
3d features. Beside the spectral sensor data, SfM has often been used (Zhang et
al. 2018; Grüner et al. 2019) to integrate complementary sensor information using
only a single flight mission (Lussem et al. 2019). Beside SfM, terrestrial and UAV7
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based LiDAR systems have been utilised to estimate above ground grassland
biomass (Cooper et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017b; Naoko et al. 2019; Xu et al. 2020).
Most of the RS-based methods estimating grassland biomass, were published in
the last four years which underlines the exclusiveness of these approaches.

1.4.2 Remote sensing for invasive plant species detection in
extensive grassland
Since the vectors for invasive species spread are related to human’s modern
technology and mobility, the history and methods of invasive species detection are
relatively young. As extensive grassland ecosystems have witnessed a trend of
either

management

intensification

(grazing,

fertilising)

or

extensification

(abandonment, nature protection measures) the emerging transformation of
grassland has high potential to enable invasive species to infiltrate.
In grasslands, invasive species detection by RS methods can be very challenging,
due to the similarities of invading and native vegetation characteristics. As to some
degree, new plant species have to adapt to the new habitat in which they spread,
therefore, the new species will have similar plant properties compared to the native
plant species. On the other hand, invasive plant species often establish in new
habitats, when they are superior in specific attributes and reproduction strategies,
compared to native species. This can be drought and disease resistances, growing
speed, seed distribution and stability, or selective grazing pressure. Some of these
attributes can be outstanding and potentially detectable by RS methods.
Identifying these outstanding attributes is crucial for a successful detection of the
species. The most important outstanding attributes were the phenology stages
(blossoming, senescence, growing height). Therefore, sensor data representing
these attributes have been used mostly for invasive species detection. Depending
on the species size, low spatial resolution from satellite sensors can already be
sufficient, as well as for the detection of large dominant invasive species stands.
Satellite methods are limited in spatial resolution and detailed distribution can only
be achieved for patches covering at least the size of the sensor’s spatial resolution
(Shendryk et al. 2020). For invasive species in grasslands, RS approaches
8
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therefore - to an increasing degree - use airborne or UAV-based sensor data as
well as data sets with high temporal resolution, to detect phenological stages in
which the invasive species is distinguishable from its surrounding vegetation
(Müllerová et al. 2017; Martin et al. 2018). But even then, problems in plant species
detection can occur for biotope types that are not included in the calibration
process and species with outstanding attributes similar to the target species are
present in the data collection (Skowronek et al. 2017b).
For smaller plant species, higher spatial resolution is necessary, which leads to the
utilisation of UAV-based and airborne-sensor systems (Michez et al. 2016; Petrich
et al. 2020). This decreases the spatial coverage of each mission and is suitable
for field- and site-level surveys. To gain higher separability between invasive and
surrounding native grassland species, data with higher spectral resolution is
important. The use of hyperspectral sensors can reveal fine differences in spectral
signature of vegetation with the drawback of lower spatial resolution and coverage
(Ustin et al. 2002; Skowronek et al. 2017a). To compensate the lower spatial
resolution, the fusion of hyperspectral and spatially high-resolution sensor data
could be used. For some combination of invasive species and surrounding
vegetation, detection can still be insufficient, therefore it can be helpful to include
predefined landscape characteristics in which the invasive species has higher
probability of occurrence to increase the performance of species detection models
(Shafii et al. 2004). Additionally, biophysical and climate data can be combined
with RS data to increase the prediction accuracy of invasive species occurrence
(Downs et al. 2016).
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2 Research motivation and objectives

Demands of management measures against invasive species are given to prevent
a further loss of biodiversity. Extensive grasslands with heterogenous structure,
that is highly invaded by invasive species, are very challenging to quantify and to
derive information about the status of invasion. This information is crucial to
monitor these vulnerable sites and derive information on strategic, tactic and
operational level to formulate measures for long- mid- and short-term scenarios.
The quantification of highly invaded heterogenous grasslands has rarely been in
the focus of research yet but insights from other RS-based research topics are
available to develop and validate tools for nature conservation practice. But due
to the complex vegetation structure, biomass estimation from RS-based methods
of other site conditions is not necessarily transferable. Same is true for invasive
species detection which is always dependent on individual attributes of target
species. Therefore, this study was conducted to investigate approaches to fulfil this
task by raising the research question:
Can remote sensing methods support quantification of highly invaded
heterogenous grasslands and detect invasive L. polyphyllus under field
conditions?
To answer this question, four studies have been realized, consequently answering
specific sub-topics of the raised overall research question. Chapter three
investigates the potential of 3d terrestrial laser scanning methods to identify optimal
sensor and feature attributes for fine scale biomass estimation on plot level. The
findings of this study were consequently applied for the following second study,
presented in chapter four. There, terrestrial LiDAR and UAV-based hyperspectral
sensor data were used to investigate, if potential biomass estimation improvements
are accessible, when data of both sensor systems are fused. Random Forest (RF)
machine learning has been utilised, and features were selected, and their
contribution investigated. Chapter five presents the study of mapping L. polyphyllus
11
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in heterogenous grassland from UAV-borne RGB- and thermal sensor data with
object-based image analysis (OBIA) and RF classification. In chapter six,
potentials, and limitations of satellite-based L. polyphyllus detection on regional
scale are presented, utilizing a multitude of derived features and comparing
different machine learning approaches. All studies have been carried out in the
Rhön UNESCO biosphere reserve.
To answer the main research question, if remote sensing methods support
quantification of highly invaded heterogenous grasslands and detect invasive L.
polpyphyllus under field conditions, we raise the sub-objectives of this thesis:

I.

Investigating the potential of terrestrial LiDAR and improving application
methods for biomass estimation in heterogenous grasslands invaded by L.
polyphyllus. (Chapter 3)

II.

Comparing single sensor data and fusion of complementary sensor data
from terrestrial LiDAR and UAV-based hyperspectral sensor data for
biomass estimation of heterogenous grassland invaded by L. polyphyllus.
(Chapter 4)

III.

Developing a methodology for UAV-based fine scale L. polyphyllus
mapping under field conditions with OBIA. (Chapter 5)

IV.

Investigating the potentials and limitations of satellite based regional scale
L. polyphyllus detection from WorldView-3 multispectral sensor data.
(Chapter 6)

V.

To assess the limitations and benefits of these methods and their future
application in heterogenous, invaded nature conservation grasslands.
(Chapter 3-7)
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3 Methods for LiDAR-based
estimation of extensive grassland
biomass

Abstract
Biomass estimation derived from Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) is already an
established technique in forestry, whereas TLS measurements are less well
investigated for use in grassland ecosystems. Detailed information provided by
survey systems can enhance management strategies and support timely
measures. Field measurements were made in the “Rhön UNESCO biosphere
reserve” in Central Germany with a TLS station (Leica P30). Four methods for
estimating biomass from 3d point clouds have been applied to the data, which were
Canopy Surface Height (CSH), Sum of Voxel, Mean of 3d-grid Heights, and
Convex-Hull. The optimum set of model specific parameters to increase model
stability and performance was identified. The methods were compared in terms of
model performance and calculation speed. For each method the effect of the
number of scans used for each point cloud was assessed. The best fit for fresh
biomass determination was achieved with a mean CSH value derived from the top
5 % of all CSH values (adj. R² 0.72). In all cases, models for dry biomass estimation
had less explanatory power than those for fresh biomass. CSH models based on
point clouds, which were merged from two opposite scans, achieved the highest
average accuracy both for fresh and dry biomass (adj. R² 0.73 and 0.58
respectively).
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3.1 Introduction
Semi-natural grasslands provide ecosystem services (ES) such as fodder
production, nutrient cycling, carbon sequestration, climate regulation, pollination
and cultural ecosystem benefits (e. g. de Bello et al., 2010; Layke et al., 2012).
High values for ES indicators are often positively correlated with species richness,
which again is promoted by the conditions of semi-natural grasslands (Wehn et al.
2018). However, biodiversity of extensive grasslands is endangered by climate and
land use change. Intensification in agriculture leads to the abandonment of
marginal sites. Traditional farm management is decreasing and therefore,
conservation management agreements between farmers and nature conservation
authorities had to be introduced to preserve historically grown cultural landscapes
(Windstosser 2008). To validate the overall status of this vegetation, quantity,
quality, and stability has to be monitored at a large scale.
Grassland biomass estimation can be used to monitor wildlife habitat (Carlyle et al.
2010), carbon storage (Scurlock and Hall 1998) and biodiversity (Fox et al. 2013).
Further, it can be used as an important index to monitor the impact of climate
change and human activity on a short and long term basis (Rogers et al. 2015).
While destructive sampling of biomass in large areas is time consuming and thus
expensive, alternative methods based on remote sensing were developed in the
last decades. Traditional methods used indices derived from spectral reflectance
information, related to vegetation structure, vegetation water content and
chlorophyll (e.g. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), Normalized
Difference Water Index (NDWI) Modified Chlorophyll Absorption in Reflectance
Index (MCARI)) which themselves are related to biomass (Psomas et al. 2011).
While optical remote sensing is limited to two-dimensional information, LiDAR
(Light Detecting And Ranging) provides three-dimensional information for direct
quantification of vegetation characteristics like canopy height or volume (Kumar et
al. 2015). LiDAR as a tool for biomass estimation was, so far, primarily used in
forestry (e.g. Calders et al., 2015; Hosoi et al., 2013) Furthermore, the estimation
of biomass from non-woody species like sagebrush (Li et al. 2015) and paddy rice
(Tilly et al. 2015b) were in the focus of researchers. The application in extensive
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grassland ecosystems, however, is with few exceptions (Cooper et al. 2017;
Wallace et al. 2017; Wijesingha et al. 2019), rarely investigated (Wachendorf et al.
2017). The reason may be, that heterogeneous structures of grassland vegetation
aggravate the process of developing functional LiDAR-based methods for remote
biomass estimation. While trees and arable crops show easily detectable physical
structures or uniform growth habits, heterogeneous grassland does not show such
distinct growth features.
This research focusses on the potential of biomass estimation through TLS. Four
analytical approaches for calculating biomass information from TLS point cloud
data have been tested and compared for their performances. TLS data and
destructive biomass samples were collected in an extremely heterogeneous seminatural grassland in the Rhön UNESCO biosphere reserve (Central Germany) at
three measurement dates. The overall aim was to test if terrestrial laser scanning,
as a non-destructive method, can be used to estimate extensive grassland
biomass. Specific research questions of our study were:
What is the most accurate method for analysis of 3d point clouds to estimate
extensive grassland biomass? How does the number of laser scans affect the
prediction of grassland biomass? Which is the optimal method for point cloud
analysis in terms of computation time?
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3.2 Material and Methods
3.2.1 Study area
Data was collected in the Rhön UNESCO biosphere reserve, a volcanic lower
mountain range at the border triangle between Bavaria, Hesse, and Thuringia. A
mean precipitation of 1084 mm and a mean temperature of 4.8 °C lead to a late
spring and a short vegetation period of 170-180 days ('Deutscher Wetterdienst',
2018 (accessed 23 July 2018)).The study area was at 800-926 m above sea level
and located on a basaltic ridge. Its original beech forest was mostly removed during
clearings in the Middle Ages. Its subsequent use as grassland (mowing and
grazing) provided a habitat for a species-rich biocoenosis (e. g. Trollius europaeus,
Arnica montana and Tetrao tetrix) (Volz 2003).

3.2.2 Sensor and reference data measurements
Fieldwork was carried out at two sites in the “Lange Rhön”. TLS measurements of
a matgrass (Nardus stricta) site (50° 28’ 3.1’’N, 10° 1’ 37.5’’E) and an oatgrass
(Trisetum flavescens) site ( 50° 28’ 49.1’’N, 10° 2’ 38.5’’E) (Figure 3.1) with each
three plots of 8x8 meters have been sampled on 25th of May, 13th of June and 12th
of September 2016. Both sites had great appearance of Lupinus polyphyllus (largeleaved Lupine), which increased the above ground biomass in single spots. The
coordinates of the corners of each plot were determined and marked in early spring
right after melting of the snow and the plots were scanned with marginal vegetation
to provide a digital elevation model (DEM) of the soil surface.
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Figure 3.1 Study area in the Rhön UNESCO biosphere reserve.

Sensor measurements were conducted prior to reference data assessment on the
undisturbed vegetation. TLS data was measured by a Leica Scan Station P30. The
TLS is an instrument based on LiDAR (Light Detection And Ranging) technology
that measures the pulses’ time of flight. The built-in laser generates short rapidfired pulses, which are transmitted by a tilted rotating mirror. The TLS is equipped
with a 1550 nm near-infrared wavelength sensor, which has a three-dimension
accuracy of 3 mm at a distance of 50 m. It can scan 1 million points per second
with a field of view of 360˚ horizontal and 290˚ vertical (Leica Geosystems 2017).
The scanner was set up with a resolution of 3.2 mm (at 10m distance to the
scanner) and mounted on a tripod in ca. 1.85 m height above ground. Scans were
made from four sides of each plot separately. For merging the individual scans,
three highly reflective targets were mounted on tripods around the plot.
At each measurement, the plots were divided into 64 1m 2 sub-plots and three of
them were randomly picked for measurements from each plot at each date (3
Dates × 2 Sites × 3 Plots × 3 Subplots = 54 measurements). After sensor
measurement the biomass of these sub-plots was destructively measured by
cutting with a scissor at a stubble height of 5 cm. Due to unfavourable site
conditions, no matgrass measurements were taken on 12th of September 2016.
Therefore, 9 (3 plots × 3 subplots) measurement for one date were excluded, which
reduced the dataset to 45 measurements in total. In addition to fresh biomass
determination, all samples were dried at 105°C for minimum 48 h and the dry
biomass was weighed.
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3.2.3 Pre-processing of 3d point clouds
The raw data was imported into Cyclone 9.1 (Leica). All four scans taken in each
plot were merged to generate a 3-dimensional point cloud with reduced shadow
effects. All points of this cloud carried an x, y, and z coordinate. Then, the point
cloud merging process was repeated, using only three, two (from opposite
directions) and one scan. For each plot, the resulting point clouds with different
numbers of merged scans were compared in terms of model performance and
calculation duration. For calculations in R-Studio, the data was divided into 1m2
sub plots and separately stored for a faster workflow. By that, every destructively
measured biomass value corresponded to a 1m2 point cloud.

3.2.4 Methods of 3d point cloud analysis
To estimate the biomass above 5 cm, various variables were derived from the point
cloud, separately for each 1m2: (a) Canopy Surface Height (CSH), (b) Sum of
Voxels, (c) Mean of 3d-grid Heights and (d) Volume of Convex-Hull. To identify the
model with the best prediction accuracy, the correlation between the derived
parameter and the biomass values was investigated.

Canopy Surface Height
To obtain a ‘Canopy Surface Height’ value for each point in the cloud, z coordinates
of a digital elevation model (DEM) were subtracted from z coordinates of the points
of the 3d clouds. The DEM was created as a raster dataset with a resolution of
0.05 m from point clouds scanned in spring with marginal vegetation in a 3.2 mm
resolution (at 10 m distance to the scanner). For each raster cell, the minimum
height value of the point cloud is used to define the raster cell height. The
calculations were done with algorithms from the raster package (Hijmans 2019)
using the software R (R Core Team 2019). For further analysis, CSH raw data was
reduced to different forms of mean values (Figure 3.2). Subdivision of points by
their height and calculation of the mean value for various divisions (e.g. the top
25% of all points calculated with the function quantile from R-package raster) was
checked for correlation with biomass data. Multiple divisions of CSH heights were
tested for best fitting correlations.
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Figure 3.2 Method of Canopy Surface Height. The figure displays the extraction of
the upper 55% of point height values, for which a mean point height value was
calculated to be correlated with the biomass on the reference area.

Sum of voxels
A group of voxels is a three-dimensional, digital representation of a volumetric
object. To use voxels for biomass estimation, the subplot must be subdivided into
voxels with an arbitrary defined size.
The calculation was computed using the function vox from package VoxR (Lecigne
et al. 2014). For every voxel in the point cloud, a request is made, whether a point
is in the voxel or not. In this way, every voxel with minimum one point inside is
included in the calculation of Voxel-Sum (Figure 3.3). The method ‘Sum of voxels’
is a modification of the voxel space method from Wallace et al. (2017), who
additionally calculated a volume value from the Sum of Voxel. To find the best-fit
correlation with the corresponding biomass, the edge length of the voxels was
varied from 5 mm to 30 cm in 5 mm steps. As the performance of the models
started fluctuating (Figure 3.6. B and F) at a certain voxel size value, a saturation
point of min. 1 % adj. R2 increase was defined as best model to guarantee stable
model performance beyond this dataset.
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Figure 3.3 Method to compute Sum of Voxels. Each voxel with minimum one point
inside is included in the calculation of Voxel-Sum, which represents the volume of
the vegetation.

Mean of 3d-grid Heights
The method ‘Mean of 3d-grid Heights’ is a modified version of the Raster space
method, as applied by Wallace et al. (2017). A raster layer is implemented into the
point cloud. For each raster cell, the highest corresponding point height is
recorded. While Wallace et al. (2017) calculated a volume of the raster area
underneath those point heights, here the maximum point height from each raster
cell was used to calculate an average raster height value (Figure 3.4). To improve
the method, the raster layer resolution varied from 0.005 to 0.2 m (in 5 mm steps).

Figure 3.4 Method to compute Mean of 3d-grid Heights. The highest point within
each raster cell is detected and used to calculate a mean raster height.
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Volume of Convex-Hull
For the calculation of ‘Volume of Convex-Hull’, the quickhull algorithm (Barber et
al. 1996) is used (convhulln function from package geometry (Habel et al. 2015)).
A line is drawn between the point with the highest and the lowest x-value of the
point cloud. Then, on both sides of the line the point with the highest distance to
the line is determined and used to create a triangle. Ignoring all points inside the
triangle, the point with highest distance to the new lines is used to create another
triangle, which is added to the one already existing. When all points are included,
the generalized area and volume of the convex-hull will be computed (Figure 3.5).

Figure 3.5 Method to compute Volume of Convex-Hull. Quickhull algorithm
performs its steps in numerical order from 1 to 5.

Due to problems during DEM creation, nine samples had to be excluded from the
calculation of Mean of 3d-grid Height and Canopy Surface Height. This problem is
related to this specific data set and is not likely to occur if the research is repeated.

3.2.5 Model development and evaluation
Linear regression models were developed with the manually measured reference
data (dry and fresh biomass) and the values extracted from 3d point clouds by the
three methods using R. The dependent variables were checked for normal
distribution using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Fresh and dry biomass values had to be
log-transformed to achieve normal distribution. Calculation time for each model
was

determined

by

the

microbenchmark

function

from

R-package
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microbenchmark. Each calculation was repeated 10 times and the mean value was
computed. Calculation time was compared at all levels of scan quantity (number of
scans used to merge a point cloud) and for all methods used. For quality check of
models, the adjusted coefficient of determination (adj. R2) and the relative rootmean-square error (rRMSE) was calculated.

3.3 Results
The basic statistics for destructive biomass measurements are shown in table 3.1.
The best fit for fresh biomass determination was achieved with a mean CSH value
derived from the top 5 % of all CSH values (adj. R2 0.72) (Figure 3.6). For dry
biomass, the best fit was found by using the upper 6 % of all CSH values with an
adj. R2 of 0.58. Using a voxel-edge length of 0.045 m led to the highest adj. R2 for
fresh biomass yield with 0.69. For dry biomass, the best fit was achieved by the
same edge length with an adj. R2 of 0.56. Based on Means of 3d-grid Height, the
strongest model was formed by adjusting the raster resolution to 0.185 m for fresh
biomass yield (adj. R2 0.72). The optimum model for dry biomass was achieved by
the same raster resolution with an adj. R2 of 0.54. The convex hull algorithm did
perform slightly worse as the other methods with adj. R2 of 0.67 for fresh biomass
and 0.53 for dry biomass.
Table 3.1 Minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation (SD) of the total
biomass samples in fresh and dry condition
Biomass t ha-1

Min.

Max.

Mean

SD

Dry
Fresh

0.27
1.12

3.96
21.33

1.23
7.13

0.87
5.88
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Fresh biomass

A

E

B

F

C

G

D

H

Convex-Hull

Mean of 3D-Grid Height

Sum of Voxel

Canopy Surface Height

Dry biomass

p

p

Figure 3.6 Adjusted R2 of linear models for fresh (left column) and dry (right
column) biomass prediction. Displayed are results using metrics derived from
different TLS methods, with (A and E) Canopy Surface Height (CSH) (mean values
of different height sections), (B and F) Sum of Voxel (different voxel edge lengths)
and (C and G) Mean of 3d-grid Height (different grid sizes). D and H show linear
models for fresh and dry biomass based on the Volume of Convex-Hull.
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The grassland plots were scanned from 4 sides in order to reduce shading effects
within the canopy. Across all TLS methods there was no significant increase in
model performance with increasing number of scans, however, Canopy Surface
Height models based on point clouds which were merged from two scans achieved
the highest average accuracy both for fresh and dry biomass (adj. R2 0.73 and 0.58
respectively) (Table 3.2).
Table 3.2 Performance (adj. R2), rRMSE (based on inverse transformed values)
and calculation duration of models based on TLS methods (Sum of Voxel, Mean
of 3d-grid Height, Canopy Surface Height and Convex Hull) with different numbers
of scans and in fresh and dry condition.
Number of scans

Biomass

Sum of Voxel

Mean of 3d-grid height

CSH

Convex-Hull

1

fresh

0.62/0.58/7.02

0.7/0.55/1.22

0.7/0.57/1.22

0.68/0.49/243.61

1

dry

0.5/0.50/7.00

0.53/0.47/1.39

0.55/0.46/15.01

0.55/0.48/244.36

2

fresh

0.67/0.53/15.79

0.71/0.53/2.34

0.73/0.56/24.48

0.68/0.51/455.80

2

dry

0.55/0.47/15.13

0.54/0.45/2.35

0.58/0.45/26.72

0.54/0.49/511.74

3

fresh

0.69/0.51/25.59

0.7/0.53/4.58

0.71/0.57/43.21

0.67/0.57/697.83

3

dry

0.56/0.47/25.22

0.53/0.45/3.90

0.56/0.45/49.75

0.54/0.51/692.15

4

fresh

0.69/0.53/36.19

0.65/0.51/5.36

0.72/0.55/56.97

0.67/0.57/933.52

4

dry

0.56/0.48/33.67

0.54/0.44/5.17

0.58/0.44/60.37

0.53/0.52/933.83

The mean calculation time for point cloud analysis increased with increasing
number of scans. The longest time by far was measured for the Convex-Hull
method with values more than ten times higher (e.g. 1112 ms with 4 scans per plot)
compared to the average of all other methods. The Canopy Surface Height method
(71 ms with 4 scans per plot) resulted in second longest calculation time, which
was still two times higher than the Sum of Voxel method and ten times higher than
the Mean of 3d-grid Height method.
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3.4 Discussion
As there are just a few studies on LiDAR-based grassland estimation, a
comparison with forestry is made which shows, that the relative Root Mean Square
Errors (rRMSE) from researches in forestry (e. g. Calders et al., 2015; Hosoi et al.,
2013) are lower than our best method (CSH with 2 Scans). For example, Calders
quantitative structure model (estimates above ground biomass derived from
volume estimates and basic density) showed a rRMSE of 16.1 %. In all cases,
models for dry biomass estimation had less explanatory power than those for fresh
biomass. This was expected, due to the nonproportional relation between physical
plant properties (e. g. plant size) and plant water content. Canopy Surface Height
models performed promising and equal to Mean of 3d-grid Height and Sum of
Voxel. 3d-grid Height was confirmed as a powerful predictor for biomass yield
estimation, as demonstrated before by Wallace et al. (2017) who compared 3dgrid Height against the dry weight of destructively measured samples in pastures
(R2 = 0.70). The same is true for Sum of Voxel as demonstrated by Olsoy et al.
(2014) and Greaves et al. (2015). For example, Olsoy et al. (2014) compared
aboveground total and green biomass of dryland shrub with a voxel-based method
derived by a TLS point cloud (R2 = 0.86 and R2 = 0.73 respectively). As voxelbased methods assume that no vegetation is occluded, dense vegetation
structures are challenging to estimate. Therefore, the scanning distance should be
as low and resolution as high as possible. Comparing the results in terms of LiDARbased grassland estimation, the prediction power (adj. R2) was in between those
of other researches (e. g. Cooper et al. 2017; Wallace et al. 2017). The former,
who examined the potential of TLS and Structure-from-Motion (SfM) for grass
biomass estimation and achieved an estimation power for grassland biomass from
TLS with a R2 = 0.46. The latter, as mentioned above, achieved accuracy for
pasture biomass estimation with a R2 = 0.70. As extensive grassland biomass
challenges the biomass estimation by TLS, an increase in prediction power is
uncertain. The species composition, their size and distribution can have a relevant
influence on the model performance. The species composition and thereby the
biomass distribution of our sites were heterogenous. While mainly the dominant
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species matgrass and oatgrass can be characterised as homogenously distributed,
accessory species like Lupinus polyphyllus (large-leaved lupine) form spots with
high biomasses.
For Sum of Voxels, the model performance increasingly varies with increasing
voxel edge size. Obviously, the influence of each individual voxel is increasing, and
voxels fit less to the point cloud and to the grassland biomass respectively. While
each voxel is weighted the same, with no regard to the number of points inside
each voxel, the model becomes sensitive for outlier points in the point cloud.
Compared to that, Mean of 3d-grid Height also uses a differing grid cell size to
calculate a grid height value, but its sensitivity to outliers is alleviated due to the
calculation of a mean grid height instead of a sum of grid height value.
As the Convex-Hull was calculated for the whole 1m2 point cloud and not for
different height segments or otherwise clustered point groups, its accuracy may be
reduced due to a high sensitivity to outliers. Single points at an extreme height can
originate from protruding grass tillers, flying insects or simply noise and may
expand the convex hull with huge empty spaces in between, which eventually may
lead to an overestimation of grassland biomass. Therefore, a clustering inside the
point cloud followed by the generation of separate convex hulls for each cluster
could eliminate large empty spaces inside the convex hull, as demonstrated by
Budei et al. (2018) for individual trees.
Our results show that, on a small plot scale, two scans from opposite directions
slightly increased the spatial information compared to one scan only, whereas
additional scans did not increase the model performance for the estimation of
biomass from extensive grasslands. This finding is quite remarkable, as on the one
hand, it may help to save time and effort in field work and point cloud analysis, on
the other hand, it reveals the risks of redundant scans: minor movements of plant
parts between measurements, possibly brought about by wind, may cause multiple
records from the same objects with a slightly different spatial position, which
eventually may lead to an increased data noise. On the other hand, the missing
increase in performance for three and four scans may be caused by the limited
number of targets used in the georeferencing process. To overcome this problem,
a greater number (e. g. 5-7) of targets could be used. Due to its complex
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computation procedure, point cloud analysis using Convex-Hull took much longer
than all other methods tested. Taking into account, that models based on CSH and
Mean of 3d-grid Height methods performed similarly, this high calculation time
does not seem justified. The linear increase of computation time with increasing
scan numbers indicates that there is a linear increase in the amount of point data
with each additional scan. This in turn means that there is no major fusion of
overlaying points during the merging process in the cyclone software. In other
words, multiple points were misleadingly generated for the identical surface.
Though best TLS models could explain up to 73% of the occurring variation in fresh
biomass of grassland vegetation, leaving approximately 50% of variation in dry
biomass unexplained is not satisfactory. This applies even more, as dry biomass
is much more relevant in agricultural terms than fresh matter, which contains up to
80% of water. Obviously, the tested methods did not capture enough information
for an adequate estimation. A validation of the models can clarify, if a temporal
stability is given and if they are applicable on larger spatial scales. Several studies
showed, that the combination of information through sensor fusion may be a
promising way forward (Fricke and Wachendorf 2013; Tilly et al. 2015a; Moeckel
et al. 2017) Although a substantial part of results originated from intensively
managed, rather homogenous grasslands, the combination of height and spectral
information produced promising prediction accuracies even for extensive
grassland quantity and quality (Reddersen et al. 2014).

3.5 Conclusions
Based on 3d point clouds from TLS measurements the present study tested
various mathematical methods to estimate the fresh and dry biomass of extensive
grasslands. Addressing the underlying research questions, the results can be
summarised as follows:
Canopy Surface Height was the most accurate method for analysis of 3d point
clouds to estimate both fresh and dry biomass of extensive grassland. Two scans
from opposite directions slightly increased the spatial information compared to one
scan only, whereas additional scans did not increase the model performance. Sum
of Voxel and Mean of 3d-grid Height methods showed shortest calculation times.
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Explaining around 70 and 50% of the occurring variation in grassland fresh and dry
biomass, respectively, TLS shows a promising potential to gain informative 3d
data, without causing any damage to the vegetation and with the ability to cover
even large areas. However, further research is necessary for an implementation
into agricultural practice. For heterogeneous vegetation such as extensively
managed grasslands the combination of height and spectral information is
considered a promising way forward, as it may overcome limitations of each
specific sensor.
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4 Remote sensing data fusion as a
tool for biomass prediction in
extensive grasslands invaded by L.
polyphyllus

Abstract
Remote sensing data fusion is a powerful tool to gain information of quantitative
and qualitative vegetation properties on field level. The aim of this study was to
develop prediction models from sensor data fusion for fresh and dry matter yield
(FMY/DMY) in extensively managed grasslands with variable degree of invasion
by L. polyphyllus. Therefore, a terrestrial 3d laser scanner (TLS) and a drone based
hyperspectral camera was used to collect hight resolution 3d point clouds and
hyperspectral aerial orthomosaics of four extremely heterogenous grasslands.
From 3d point clouds multiple parameters (vegetation height, sum of voxel, point
density and surface structure) were extracted and combined with hyperspectral
data to develop an optimised biomass model from random forest regression
algorithm to predict FMY and DMY (ntrain = 130, ntest = 33). Models from
hyperspectral data solitarily had the lowest prediction performance (FMY: R2 =
0.61, nRMSEr = 17.14; DMY: R2 = 0.59, nRMSEr = 19.37). Higher performance
was gained by models derived from 3d laser data (FMY: R2 = 0. 76, nRMSEr =
13.3; DMY: R2 = 0. 74, nRMSEr = 15.1). A fusion of both sensor systems increased
the FMY prediction performance up to R2 = 0.8; nRMSEr = 12.02 and the DMY
prediction performance to R2 = 0.81 and nRMSEr = 12.06.
The fusion of complementary sensor systems can increase the power to predict
biomass yields of heterogenous and extensively managed grasslands. It is a novel
alternative to labour-intensive, traditional biomass prediction methods and to
remote sensing methods using only single sensor data.
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4.1 Introduction
Grasslands are one of the main land cover types in Europe and cover more than a
third of the agricultural used area (Smit et al. 2008). Permanent grasslands have a
high contribution in providing ecosystem services (de Bello et al. 2010). But
heterogenous, extensive grasslands are at risk by the spread of invasive plant
species which pose a significant impact from ecosystem, over community, down to
species level (Vilà et al. 2011). One species affecting heterogenous and highly
divers grasslands is Lupinus polyphyllus L. (hereafter referred to as lupine), a
perennial, nitrogen fixing plant, that originated in North America (Hackbart 1961)
and was first described in Europe in 1827 by John Lindley. It was brought to Europe
as an ornamental plant, but in the 1880s it was used as a cover crop in forestry.
Today, lupine’ invasive appearance is observed in many European countries. The
invasion of nitrogen-fixing plants can lead to declines in biodiversity, soil
acidification and alternations to carbon and nutrient cycling trough leaching and
N2O emissions (Valtonen et al. 2006; Hiltbrunner et al. 2014). The spread of lupine
substantially affects the vertical structure of invaded grassland and causes a
decline in species richness (Otte and Maul 2005b).
Monitoring and managing invaded grasslands have become more crucial and
remote sensing measurement techniques provide promising approaches and are
already in focus of agricultural research (Weiss et al. 2020). As technical
equipment improves and computational power increases, the ability to process
larger remote sensing data is becoming much more feasible. At the same time,
new processing methods like machine learning evolve, unlocking the potential to
deal with often highly autocorrelated features from remote sensing data (Gewali et
al. 2018). A further step towards an optimised prediction of heterogenous
grassland biomass is the utilization of multiple complementary sensor systems
(Wachendorf et al. 2017).
Non-destructive measurements of above ground biomass are fundamental to
understand anthropogenic and environmental influences on ecosystems. While
forestry (White et al. 2016), arable crops (Weiss et al. 2020) and high input
grassland systems (Ali et al. 2017) are mainly in the focus of remote sensing
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research methods, above ground biomass from extensively used, highly
heterogenous grasslands are still challenging to measure accurately. Using
different sensor systems which for example combine three-dimensional (3d) and
spectral information could enhance the potential of biomass quantification in
grasslands (Moeckel et al. 2017). Spectral information predominantly informs on
leaf properties, since the absorption processes by individual leaves can indicate
their constituents (e.g. starch, carbohydrates, water). Spectral reﬂectance also
informs on scattering (predominantly in the near infrared region) and hereby
informs on the amount of foliage in the canopy. However, LiDAR information is
superior in resembling the canopy structure and the total amount of plant tissue,
but it lacks information of leaf constituents. Hence, combining both sensor types
has the potential to improve prediction of biomass. This study conducted
measurements from drone-based hyperspectral imagery and from a terrestrial 3d
laser scanner (TLS) to quantify fresh matter yield (FMY) and dry matter yield (DMY)
for four extensive grassland sites, partly invaded by lupine. The specific aims were:
•

To develop biomass prediction models for FMY and DMY in highly
heterogenous, extensive grasslands, utilizing random forest regression
machine learning with input of hyperspectral and/or 3d laser data in
comparison.

•

To identify and evaluate the effect of the most important features for the
FMY and DMY prediction models.

•

To assess the effect of lupine presence on the FMY and DMY model
accuracy.

4.2 Material and Methods
4.2.1 Study area
The UNESCO biosphere reserve Rhön is a volcanic lower mountain range on the
border of Hesse, Bavaria and Thuringia with an annual average precipitation of
1084 mm and a mean temperature of 4.8 °C (Deutscher Wetterdienst 2018). The
study area at 750-840 m asl is characterised by a shortened vegetation period and
a late spring. At the end of the 14th century the landscape transformed from beech
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forest to grasslands which were characterised by an extensive grazing and mowing
regime (Kindinger 1942). Today, the study area is characterized by a versatile flora
(e. g. Trollius europaeus, Arnica montana) and provides a habitat for endangered
species like Tetrao tetrix. However, in the past decades, lupine spread throughout
the sites and is now partly dominating large areas (Volz 2003). Sensor and
reference data were collected at four sites (Figure 4.1). Two sites were located in
the state Hesse (50° 28' 44.0"N, 9° 58' 17.1"E and 50° 28' 58.4"N, 9° 59' 09.9"E),
whereof one site was dominated by Nardus stricta (matgrass)) and one by Trisetum
flavescens (golden oatgrass)). Two sites, located in Bavaria (Nardus stricta: 50°
28' 45.0"N, 10° 02' 34.6"E and Trisetum flavescens: 50° 29' 17.1"N, 10° 03'
40.9"E), were highly invaded by lupine.
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4.2.2 Data acquisition
Sampling dates were at 15 of June, 27 of June and 11 of July 2018. At each site
five plots were sampled at each sampling date. The plot size was 8 × 8 meters.

Figure 4.1 a) Location of the Study area in the Rhön biosphere reserve. b) Nardus
stricta and Trisetum flavescens grassland in Hesse and invaded by L. polyphyllus
in Bavaria. c) Experimental plot design for each study grassland. Subplot sampling
for reference data was done once according to the date of mowing.
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For each sampling date first drone-based hyperspectral data and 3d laser scanner
data were collected. Afterwards ground based (destructive) reference data were
sampled. Hyperspectral data were collected using a Firefly S185 SE (Cubert
GmbH, Germany) snapshot camera mounted on a UAV RTK X8 (Copter Squad
UAS UG, Germany). The spectral range is between 450 and 998 nm and covers
138 bands with 4 nm sampling interval. Due to low signal-to-noise ratios in the
highest and lowest spectral bands, the spectral bands were reduced to a spectral
range of 482 to 950 nm for further analysis. The spectral images have a size of 50
× 50 pixels and a radiometric resolution of 12 bit. An additional panchromatic band
with an image size of 1000 x 990 pixels is recorded as well. Flight altitude was 20
m above ground with a spatial resolution of ~20 cm for the spectral images and ~1
cm for the panchromatic band. Flight altitude was chosen as a compromise of high
spatial resolution and avoidance of wind influence on the vegetation by the drone.
An automated drone mission plan was configured with 3 ms -1 flight speed and an
image forward overlap of 80% and side overlap of 60 %.
Before the flight, six ground control targets were distributed inside the study site
and GPS coordinates were recorded using a Leica RTK GNSS (Leica Geosystems
GmbH, Germany) with a 3d accuracy of ~1.5 cm. A radiometric calibration of the
hyperspectral camera was conducted with a white calibration panel (95%
reflectance) and a dark calibration using the lens cap.
The 3d laser scanning was performed using a Leica Scan Station P30 (Leica
Geosystems GmbH, Germany) with a spatial resolution of 1.6 mm at 10 m
distance. Each plot was scanned from two (opposite) directions at a distance of
~1.5 m and a height of ~1.75 m based on the methods described in detail in
Schulze-Brüninghoff et al. (2019). Three tripod targets were placed nearby the
scanner for georeferencing and merging of the point clouds. Each site was
scanned using a 3d laser scanner in spring with marginal vegetation to provide a
digital elevation model (DEM).
For destructive biomass sampling, in each plot, the GPS coordinates of the corners
of three randomly selected 1 m2 subplots were measured. Subplot biomass was
cut at 5 cm height, and lupine was separated. Fresh biomass and lupine biomass
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were separately measured and dried at 105° C for 48 hours for measuring dry
biomass.
Due to wrong z coordinate values in the DEM point cloud, the samples from lupine
free Trisetum flavescens grassland at first harvesting date (n = 15) had to be
excluded from datasets. Additionally, two samples from the same site at second
harvesting date had to be excluded, as they showed very unusual spectral
reflectance pattern due to overexposure in image capturing.

4.2.3 Pre-processing hyperspectral data
To gain hyperspectral orthomosaics, raw Cubert data were exported as multi tiff
files by CubeExport DOS command (Cubert GmbH, Germany). Those 50x50 pixel
hyperspectral images were disaggregated 20 times by nearest neighbour
resampling and stacked with a panchromatic 1000x990 pixel image with the Rpackage raster (Hijmans 2019). Afterwards, image stacks were imported to Agisoft
PhotoScan Professional software version 1.4.1 (Agisoft LLC, Russia) for image
stitching. We generated orthomosaics from surface reflectance images. This
means, orthomosaics have actual ground reference. To avoid mixing pixels when
mosaicking images, we selected just the mosaic option in agisoft instead of
average. Orthomosaics were processed, using the ground control points for
georeferencing

and

increasing

the

stitching

accuracy.

Afterwards,

the

panchromatic band was removed. Reference subplots were cut out from
orthomosaics and spectral reflectance for each band was averaged for each
subplot. The spectral reflectance curve of each subplot was normalized by vector
normalisation (Equation 4.1), where xi is the spectral vector for i = 1, 2,…, n (Sun
et al. 2015).
𝑟𝑥𝑖 =

𝑥𝑖
√∑‖𝑥𝑖 ‖2

4.1
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4.2.4 Pre-processing 3d laser data
Two point clouds of each plot were merged in Cyclone 9.1 software (Leica
Geosystems GmbH, Germany). The tripod targets were used for merging and
georeferencing the point clouds. Unrealistic, solitaire points were deleted manually.
Afterwards, each 1m2 subplot was cut out. Multiple parameters were extracted for
each 1m2, (a) Canopy Surface Height (CSH), (b) Sum of Voxel and (c) Canopy
Surface Elevation, Slope and Curvature as well as point density were calculated
(Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2 Methods for 3d-laser feature extraction. a) CSH extraction. The figure
displays the example of a mean CSH calculation for the upper 55% of the point
cloud. b) Sum of Voxel. Each Voxel that contains at least one point inside is
counted with +1 to the Sum of Voxel. c) Canopy Surface Elevation, Slope and
Curvature. With 9 by 9 matrix which is applied to the point cloud to check for its
surface structure by calculating elevation, slope and curvature values for the centre
of the matrix.

4.2.4.1 Canopy surface height
For each point of the cloud the point height was calculated by subtracting the
corresponding z values of the digital elevation model (DEM) from the z coordinate
value of the point cloud. The DEM is a raster dataset with 0.05 m resolution, derived
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from a point cloud, scanned with the same TLS system in spring 2018 with marginal
vegetation. For each raster cell, the minimum height value of the DEM point cloud
was used to gain the raster cell height. Calculations were done in R statistical
software (R Core Team 2019) with the raster R-package (Hijmans 2019). The point
cloud was subdivided on vertical level (height) in different percentiles ranging from
1 to 99 %. For each percentile (e. g., the upper 45 % (Figure 4.2 a)) the mean CSH
value was calculated.

4.2.4.2 Sum of Voxel
A group of voxels is a digital representation of a volumetric object. For biomass
prediction, each subplot’s point cloud is subdivided into voxels with an arbitrarily
defined size. To calculate the Sum of Voxel, function vox from R-package VoxR
(Lecigne et al. 2014) was utilised. Each voxel applied to the subplot was checked
for, whether a point of the point cloud is located inside the voxel or whether the
voxel is empty. Each voxel, representing a volumetric space in the subplot,
containing at least one point of the point cloud, is added to the Voxel-Sum. Sum of
Voxel was calculated for Voxel edge lengths varying from 5 mm to 30 cm,
considering best prediction performance for FMY and DMY in this range as shown
by Schulze-Brüninghoff et al. (2019).

4.2.4.3 Point density
The point cloud is subdivided into 0.02 cm grid cells by function raster from raster
package (Hijmans 2019). Point density is calculated for quantiles of 0.25, 0.5, 0.75
by function rasterize from the same package, applied in each grid cell, and
averaged for each subplot.

4.2.4.4 Canopy surface structure
Surface structure was calculated in terms of slope, elevation and curvature from
R-package raster (Hijmans 2019) as a collection of four different mathematical
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approaches described by Florinsky (1998). One approach (Evans 1980) uses a
polynomial (Equation 4.2) approximated by the least square method to a 3 by 3
altitude submatrix (Figure 4.3).
𝑧=

𝑟𝑥 2 𝑡𝑦 2
+
+ 𝑠𝑥𝑦 + 𝑝𝑥 + 𝑝𝑦 + 𝑢
2
2

4.2

Figure 4.3 A 3 by 3 submatrix with grid mesh w and nodes z1, ... ,z9

For the centre of the matrix the formulae for coefficients r, t, s, p, q (Equation 4.34.7) of the polynomial are:
𝑟=

𝑧1 + 𝑧3 + 𝑧4 + 𝑧6 + 𝑧7 + 𝑧8 − 2(𝑧2 + 𝑧5 + 𝑧8)
3𝑤 3

4.3

𝑡=

𝑧1 + 𝑧2 + 𝑧3 + 𝑧7 + 𝑧8 + 𝑧9 − 2(𝑧4 + 𝑧5 + 𝑧6)
3𝑤 2

4.4

𝑧3 + 𝑧7 − 𝑧1 − 𝑧9
4𝑤 2

4.5

𝑝=

𝑧3 + 𝑧6 + 𝑧9 − 𝑧1 − 𝑧4 − 𝑧7
6𝑤

4.6

𝑞=

𝑧1 + 𝑧2 + 𝑧3 − 𝑧7 − 𝑧8 − 𝑧9
6𝑤

4.7

𝑠=
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From these values, slope gradient (G), aspect (A), horizontal (kh) and vertical (kv)
surface curvature can be calculated (Equation 4.8-4.11).
𝐺 = tan−1 (√𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )

4.8

𝑞
𝐴 = tan−1 ( )
𝑝

4.9

𝑘ℎ =

𝑘𝑣 =

𝑞 2 𝑟 − 2𝑝𝑞𝑠 + 𝑝2 𝑡
(𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )√1 + 𝑝2 + 𝑞 2
𝑝2 𝑟 + 2𝑝𝑞𝑠 + 𝑞 2 𝑡

(𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )√(1 + 𝑝2 + 𝑞 2 )3

4.10

4.11

For each G, kh and kv the range and mean value was calculated.
Independent from this approach, an elevation-mean and elevation-variance value
was calculated. Therefore, the point cloud was subdivided into 0.02 m grid cells.
For each cell, the maximum CSH value was extracted. From these values, the
mean and variance were calculated.

4.2.5 Feature selection
A three-step feature selection (“thresholding”, “interpretation”, “prediction”) was run
by function VSURF from R package VSURF (Genuer et al. 2019) to simplify the
model’s data input for a random forest regression model (Table 4.1). All arguments
were kept at default value.
The first step (‘thresholding step’) eliminated irrelevant feature by ranking the
feature importance and computing a threshold for the standard deviations of
feature importance (from 50 random forest runs), since meaningful features have
a larger standard deviation compared to features of small importance. This
threshold was the minimum predicted value of a pruned CART tree fitted to the
curve of the standard deviations of feature importance. Then, only features with a
mean importance exceeding this threshold were retained.
The subset from second step (‘interpretation step’) still includes features with
redundancy for interpretation purposes. Therefore, out-of-bag error rates (Breiman
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2001) of random forests (25 runs) were computed, starting with only the most
important feature. The final feature set was selected from the model with an OOB
error less than the minimal OOB error augmented by its standard deviation (to deal
with instability).
The subset from third step (‘prediction step’) was for prediction objectives and used
for our final models. Here, the ranked features from “interpretation step” were
invoked and tested. A feature was only added, if the OOB error decrease was
significantly greater than the average variation obtained by adding noisy features.

Table 4.1 Summary of all features derived from terrestrial laser scanner and
hyperspectral camera, before and after feature selection.
Sensor type

Feature type

Selected features

features (n)

for laser model (n)

Selected features for

Selected features

hyperspectral model

for sensor fusion

(n)

model (n)

FMY

DMY

FMY

99

2

4

Sum of Voxel

60

3

Point density

4

Canopy surface
height

Terrestrial

Original

DMY

FMY

DMY

-

5

10

5

-

5

5

2

2

-

2

2

26

3

1

1

1

118

-

-

16

11

3

11

307

10

12

16

11

16

29

laser
scanner

Canopy surface
structure

Hyperspect
ral camera

∑
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4.2.6 Model development

Figure 4.4 Workflow of model development. FMY, fresh matter yield; DMY, dry
matter yield; TLS, terrestrial laser scanner; RMSE, root mean square error;
nRMSEr, RMSE normalised by the range of the observation

Model development was done in R statistical software (R Core Team 2019).
Random forest regression (Breiman 2001), a machine learning approach, was
chosen to predict grassland FMY and DMY from highly correlated hyperspectral
features, as well as 3d-laser based features. Training and test subsets for random
forest regression models (R-package caret (Kuhn 2008)) were split randomly 100
times to explain the variability in model performance within the data subset (Figure
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4.4). Sample splitting was stratified by the four different grassland sites. Metrics to
evaluate model performance were the median R2 and median nRMSEr which is the
RMSE (Equation 4.12) normalised by range of the biomass values of the
observation (Equation 4.13).
n

2
1
RMSE = √ ∑ (yj - ŷ j )
n

4.12

j=1

nRMSEr =

RMSE
×100
ymax - ymin

4.13

Normalised deviation of predicted and measured FMY and DMY were calculated
(Equation 4.14) and the effect of sampling sites and contribution of lupine on the
model prediction was examined.

Normalised deviation =

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 − 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠
𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠 + 𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠

4.14

The most important features, for all 100 prediction models, were identified by
varImp function from R-package caret (Kuhn 2008). The importance of a feature is
received by looking at how much the prediction error increases (%IncMSE) when
(out-of-bag – cf. Breiman, (1996)) data for that feature is permuted while all others
are left unchanged. The calculations are carried out tree by tree. Further, %IncMSE
is then divided by its standard deviation and has been scaled to 0-100 %.
Additionally, ALE (Accumulated Local Effects) plots were created for the four most
important feature types (a type is the collection of e. g. all CSH features) of each
FMY and DMY prediction model from laser and hyperspectral sensor alone and in
combination. As features from the same feature type have similar pattern in ALE
plots, only one per type was illustrated. Calculation was done with R package
ALEPlot (Apley, 2018). ALE plots are applicable on data sets which have strongly
correlated predictors, to visualize the effects of the predictors in machine learning
models. ALE plots not only consider correlation of multiple predictors, they also
avoid mixing the effect of a feature with the effect of all correlated features, as
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correlated features do not have inevitably an effect on the prediction value (Apley
and Zhu 2019). The ALE method divides each feature into intervals. For the data
instances in a single interval, the difference in prediction is calculated when the
feature is replaced by the upper and lower limit of the interval. Later, the difference
of each interval is accumulated, centred, and visualized in a plot. The ALE value
can be interpreted as the main effect of the feature at a certain value compared to
the average prediction of the data (Apley and Zhu 2019).

4.3 Results
FMY varied between 0.05 kg m-2 and 3.07 kg m-2, DMY between 0.02 kg m-2 and
0.54 kg m-2 (Table 4.2). Yields from Nardus stricta grassland were lower than all
other three sites (Table 4.3).
Table 4.2 Summary statistics of reference FMY and DMY data.
Biomass
kg m-2

n

Min

Max Mean

Standard
deviation

FMY

163 0.05 3.07

0.82

0.54

DMY

163 0.02 0.54

0.25

0.14

Models from hyperspectral data solitarily had the lowest prediction performance
(FMY: R2 = 0. 61, nRMSEr = 17.14; DMY: R2 = 0. 59, nRMSEr = 19.37). Higher
performance was gained by models derived from 3d laser data (FMY: R 2 = 0. 76,
nRMSEr = 13.3; DMY: R2 = 0. 74, nRMSEr = 15.1). A fusion of both sensor systems
increased the FMY prediction performance up to R2 = 0.8; nRMSEr = 12.02 and
the DMY prediction performance to R2 = 0.81 and nRMSEr = 12.06. (Figure 4.5
and 4.6).
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Figure 4.5 Comparison of R2 of FMY and DMY prediction models for single sensor
data and sensor data fusion. Boxplots represent hundred different random forest
regression model runs each. *** p < 0.001

Figure 4.6 Comparison of nRMSEr of FMY and DMY prediction models for single
sensor data and sensor data fusion. Boxplots represent hundred different random
forest regression model runs each. *** p < 0.001

From hyperspectral sensor data, the feature importance metric as described in
section 2.5, which is scaled from 0 to 100 %, was investigated.
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Most important wavelengths contributing to the prediction of FMY were in the
infrared range between 806 nm and 862 nm as well as in the visible (green)
spectrum at 506 - 510 nm. For DMY, it ranged from 850 nm to 874 nm and from
506 to 510 nm. Additionally, the wavelength of 930 nm had a high importance
(Figure 4.7). For random forest regression models from laser data, high
contribution to prediction performance was based on multiple laser features (point
density-, voxel-, surface structure- and height values). Random forest regression
models from fusion data comprised important features by both, laser and
hyperspectral sensor data. Spectral bands from 846 to 858 nm and CSH features
had the highest importance in FMY prediction models, whereas a larger range of
spectral bands between 674 nm and 950 nm as well as mean elevation and CSH
features were most important in DMY prediction models (Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.7 Contribution of hyperspectral bands to predict FMY and DMY for random
forest regression model built with hyperspectral data only (importance as median
from 100 different random forest regression model runs).
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Figure 4.8 Features for each hundred FMY (top) and DMY (c, d) prediction models
(bottom) from laser features only (left) and from sensor fusion data (right). Dark
boxplots in sensor fusion model are features derived from hyperspectral data, white
boxplots from laser data.
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Figure 4.9 Accumulated Local Effects (ALE) plots of each hundred FMY (left) and
DMY (right) sensor fusion models. Shown are the main effects (differences in
prediction) of the four most important feature types (a type is the collection of e. g.
all CSH features). ALE curves are calculated as median curve from each 100
model runs. Rug plots visualise the distribution of the feature values from each
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training data set, where each tick represents one of the 130 training samples (80
% of all samples) for all 100 model runs (13.000 ticks).
Normalised deviation of predicted and measured biomass was used to investigate
if the abundance of lupine on field and subplot level affects FMY and DMY
prediction by the RF models. Nardus stricta grassland in fresh and dry condition
showed some overprediction, whereas Trisetum flavescens showed a slight
underprediction for DMY. Lupine invaded sites had normalised deviations
comparable to Trisetum flavescens, both for FMY and DMY. Nardus stricta
grassland had a higher range of deviation (Figure 4.10).

Figure 4.10 Normalised deviation between predicted and measured FMY (left) and
DMY (right) for all four grassland sites. NS, Nardus stricta grassland; NSL, Nardus
stricta grassland invaded by lupine; TF, Trisetum flavescens grassland; TFL,
Trisetum flavescens grassland invaded by lupine. Diamond points represent mean
values.

Normalised deviation of predicted and measured FMY and DMY showed some
overprediction of FMY and DMY at low lupine contributions and an underprediction
at high lupine contributions. Between 20% and 40% of lupine contribution, the
prediction model showed lowest deviation (Figure 4.11 and 4.12).
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Figure 4.11 Random forest regression model: Normalised deviation between
predicted and measured FMY for different contribution of lupine at each reference
plot from lupine invaded grassland sites with hundred different model runs.

Figure 4.12 Random forest regression model: Normalised deviation between
predicted and measured DMY for different contribution of lupine at each reference
plot from lupine invaded grassland sites with hundred different model runs.
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Figure 4.13 Prediction map from random forest regression model of FMY (kg m -2)
of 8 × 8 m plots for each grassland type based on a random forest model using
features from the hyperspectral and 3d laser dataset. White plots in Trisetum
flavescens represent missing values.

4.4 Discussion
The development of biomass prediction models for FMY and DMY in highly
heterogenous, extensive grasslands has been successful (Figure 4.13). Utilising
random forest regression machine learning with fusion of hyperspectral and 3d
laser data achieved higher prediction accuracies compared to single sensor data.
Hyperspectral data alone had the lowest prediction performance compared to laser
data models and sensor fusion data models. This result is in line with other sensor
fusion studies (Swatantran et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2017a; Lussem et al. 2019;
Karunaratne et al. 2020). However, the sensor fusion model derived from this study
could explain FMY and DMY in extremely heterogenous grasslands with the same
accuracy as studies for homogenous vegetation structures (Swatantran et al. 2011;
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Yue et al. 2017). Swatantran et al. (2011) for example estimated winter wheat
above-ground biomass using hyperspectral and crop height information and
gained prediction accuracies of R2 = 0.74, RMSE = 1.20 t ha-1 and MAE = 0.96 t
ha-1, which is comparable to our model performance and indicates the
generalizability of machine learning methods using sensor fusion data to predict
FMY and DMY. However, biomass of extensively managed grasslands can be
challenging to predict when high contributions of dead plant material is present
(Moeckel et al. 2017).
Considering feature importance in the FMY and DMY prediction models, the most
important features from laser data were point density, sum of voxel, CSH,
elevation, curvature and slope features, which shows that 3d point cloud
information is ideally used with a broad selection of feature types. Most important
spectral wavebands for hyperspectral sensor models as well as for sensor fusion
models were in the infrared region as well as in the visible green, and red range.
These spectral regions are known for their sensitivity to physiological attributes
and, thereby, for vegetation biomass yields. Therefore, visible and near infrared
spectra are commonly used in indices to predict biomass yields (Rouse et al. 1974;
Silleos et al. 2006; Xue and Su 2017; Kong et al. 2019).
The fusion of both sensor systems increased the model prediction performance
and for both, FMY and DMY prediction, the feature selection process included
spectral features to the models. FMY prediction models comprised wavelengths
around 846-858 nm, while DMY prediction models had wavelengths around 938950 nm. The band region at 970 nm is a minor water absorption band (Clevers et
al. 2008). As canopy water content (in kg m-2) is the difference between FMY and
DMY, and differences in canopy water content are visible in the spectral signature
at 970 nm, accuracy of DMY prediction may be increased by considering the
influence of water absorption. The near infrared and the red edge region have also
been identified as important features for DMY prediction by Karunaratne et al.
(2020) in form of vegetation indices. Especially for low flying altitude (25 m), they
had a high number of spectral vegetation indices under their most important
features.
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To investigate the effect of the most important feature types on the FMY and DMY
prediction models, ALE plots were used. For the effect of the hyperspectral band
at 850 nm on FMY prediction it showed lower prediction yields for lower spectral
intensities and higher prediction yields for higher spectral intensities. The opposite
was observed for DMY prediction with the hyperspectral band at 946 nm. As the
950 nm band is near to the minor water absorption band at 970 nm, this band
probably gains its importance as an indicator for canopy water content. As DMY is
the difference of FMY and canopy water content, a combination of features
representing canopy water content and FMY could support DMY prediction. The
relationship of the hyperspectral band at 674 nm on DMY prediction was not
explicitly positive nor negative (Figure 4.9). We would expect high absorption rates
of this wavelength by the photosynthetic light reactions of healthy vegetation.
However, a high DMY can include biomass in non-healthy condition that has a
lower absorption in this spectral range.
Point density is positively correlated with FMY and DMY. The high scanning
resolution provides information from deep inside the canopy structure and, thereby,
conducts detailed information about canopy density. A voxel feature with a voxel
size of 0.245 m appears as an important feature in all models. This is in line with
our previous research finding (Cooper et al. 2017; Wallace et al. 2017; SchulzeBrüninghoff et al. 2019). The good performance of voxel and point density features
are due to the short distance between the terrestrial laser scanner position and the
research plots as well as the combination of two point clouds generated from
opposite scanner positions. This can compensate the occlusion effect and the bias
by scanning distance. Mean elevation values correlate positively with biomass.
This could be influenced by large lupine plants and other vegetation with increased
canopy height, leading to a rough canopy surface which increases the elevation
values. Canopy surface height was also found important and its positive correlation
with biomass yields is well known (Zhang et al. 2018; Grüner et al. 2019).
To test if the presence of lupine leads to an under- or overprediction of FMY and
DMY, the Normalised Deviations of predicted and measured FMY and DMY was
used. It shows that lupine invaded sites are neither over- nor underpredicted.
Lupine contributions between 20 % and 40 % have the lowest normalised deviation
for both FMY and DMY prediction models. Lupines have a comparably complex
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vertical structure with overlapping leaves leading to occlusion of leaves and
potential saturation of the biomass-reflectance relationship. As lupine plants
usually have higher water contents than the surrounding grass vegetation
(Hensgen and Wachendorf 2016a), it seems reasonable, that our machine learning
model, based on spectral features, was able to incorporate this relationship.
The presence of many large lupine individuals on the usability of 3d laser features
could be similar to the spectral features, considering a saturation point at a certain
lupine contribution for certain laser features (e. g. point density, mean elevation).
For example, point density could saturate, when the vegetation is so dense, that it
prevents both of the opposite laser scans from detecting vegetation that is covered
by large lupine plants.
When it comes to applied monitoring, TLS methods are rather ineffective. However,
UAV-based LiDAR or mobile LiDAR systems may be a future-oriented avenue in
this regard. Alternatively, 3d point cloud data, derived from UAV-based RGB
images through structure from motion technique could be a reasonable way to
collect simultaneously spectral and 3d information in one flight mission (Lussem et
al. 2019). This could accelerate the data collection but with reduced point cloud
density, compared to LiDAR systems (Wijesingha et al. 2019), especially below the
top canopy, since photogrammetric point clouds are predominantly resembling the
upper canopy layers only. The effect of lupine on model accuracy needs further
investigation. The potential of an additional classification step as described by
(Wijesingha et al. 2020b) before biomass prediction could be helpful to extrapolate
the biomass prediction models in time and space.
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4.5 Conclusion
The fusion of complementary sensor systems can increase the power to predict
biomass yields of heterogenous and extensively managed grasslands. It is a novel
alternative to labour-intensive, traditional biomass prediction methods and to
remote sensing methods using only single sensor data. The chosen features from
laser and hyperspectral data seemed a good combination to collect information of
FMY and DMY.
Sites invaded by lupine had low normalised deviations compared to non-invaded.
The lowest over- and underprediction was found with lupine contributions between
20 and 40 %. The abundance of invasive species can impact the prediction quality
of remote sensing based FMY and DMY prediction in extensively managed
grasslands.
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Table 4.3 Information on fresh matter (FMY) and dry matter (DMY)
yield and lupine contribution for each grassland type and
harvesting date.
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4.6 Appendix
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Figure 4.14 Plot of fit of model build from sensor fusion data for FMY (left) and
DMY (right). Each plot shows random forest regression models with 100 repititions
of random subset split.

Figure 4.15 Normalised spectral reflectance curves of all samples coloured by FMY
and DMY (kg m-2).
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5 Mapping Invasive Lupinus
polyphyllus Lindl. in Semi-natural
Grasslands Using Object-Based
Image Analysis of UAV-borne
Images
Abstract
Knowledge on the spatio-temporal distribution of invasive plant species is vital to
maintain biodiversity in grasslands which are threatened by the invasion of such
plants and to evaluate the effect of control activities conducted. Manual digitising
of aerial images with field verification is the standard method to create maps of the
invasive Lupinus polyphyllus Lindl. (Lupine) in semi-natural grasslands of the Rhön
UNESCO biosphere reserve. As the standard method is labour-intensive, a
workflow was developed to map lupine coverage using an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV)-borne remote sensing (RS) along with object-based image analysis (OBIA).
UAV-borne red, green, blue and thermal imaging, as well as photogrammetric
canopy height modelling (CHM) were applied. Images were segmented by
unsupervised parameter optimisation into image objects representing lupine plants
and grass vegetation. Image objects obtained were classified using random forest
classification modelling based on objects’ attributes. The classification model was
employed to create lupine distribution maps of test areas, and predicted data were
compared with manually digitised lupine coverage maps. The classification models
yielded a mean prediction accuracy of 89%. The maximum difference in lupine area
between classified and digitised lupine maps was 5%. Moreover, the pixel-wise
map comparison showed that 88% of all pixels matched between classified and
digitised maps. Our results indicated that lupine coverage mapping using UAVborne RS data and OBIA provides similar results as the standard manual digitising
method and, thus, offers a valuable tool to map invasive lupine on grasslands.
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5.1 Introduction
Biological invasion is threatening to biodiversity in many ecosystems in the world.
The invasion by alien plant species is considered as one of the significant drivers
for loss of biodiversity and ecosystem functionality. The leading cause for the
introduction of alien plant species is human activities. After a new plant species is
introduced to the ecosystem, depending on the adaptation capability of the plant,
it obtains a naturalisation status which is the ability to self-sustain without human
involvement (Pyšek and Richardson 2008). At present, there are 3749 naturalised
alien plant species in Europe, and 37.4% out of them occur in grassland habitats
(Lambdon et al. 2008).
Processes and dynamics of invasion of plant species are complex (Courchamp et
al. 2017). However, knowledge on the spatial, temporal distribution of invasive
plant species in a given habitat is critical to understand invasion pattern (Müllerová
et al. 2017), and maps showing invasive plants’ distribution are helpful for effective
control activities. Aerial image digitising verified with field survey is the standard
method to create invasive plant species distribution maps. Such maps are timeconsuming and labour-intensive to produce due to aerial image acquisition, manual
digitising, and field verification steps.
Classification of remotely sensed images to map invasive species is a well-adapted
technology for many invasive species in different parts of the world and various
ecosystems (Royimani et al. 2019). In grasslands, invasive woody (Mirik et al.
2013) and shrubby (Laliberte et al. 2004; Ishii and Washitani 2013) species
mapping has shown excellent results with satellite and airborne image
classification. Meanwhile, using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-borne remotely
sensed (RS) imaging was increasingly applied for invasive species mapping in the
recent years in flood plains and coastal regions (de Sá et al. 2018; Martin et al.
2018; Abeysinghe et al. 2019; Jianhui et al. 2019). Cost-effectiveness, high spatial
and temporal resolution and the increasing availability of various miniature sensors
(e.g. RGB cameras, spectral sensors, thermal cameras) are the main advantages
of the UAV-borne imaging compared to satellite RS data (Michez et al. 2016). Apart
from the spectral or thermal information, UAV-borne RS data can also provide 3D
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point cloud data, which can be employed to derive canopy height models (CHM)
for grassland canopies (Wijesingha et al. 2019; Grüner et al. 2019).
UAV-borne RS images are very high spatial resolution images (less than 50 cm),
where one object in the real world is represented by many pixels. Object-based
image analysis (OBIA) can better be employed when pixels are considerably
smaller than the object to be identified (Blaschke 2010). Several studies indicated
that OBIA provides substantial advantages for mapping invasive plant species
based on UAV-borne RS data (Michez et al. 2016; Martin et al. 2018; Abeysinghe
et al. 2019). Typical OBIA employs rules derived from the object’s attributes to
classify an object, which requires expert knowledge and limits the transferability of
the classification model (Belgiu et al. 2014). Contrary, machine learning
classification algorithms (e.g. random forest, support vector machine) have shown
their capability in OBIA procedures, as they do not require prior knowledge of the
objects (Grippa et al. 2017).
Lupinus polyphyllus Lindl. (hereafter referred to as lupine) is on the list of the most
150 widespread alien plant species in Europe (Lambdon et al. 2008). The lupine
plant is about 50–150 cm tall and contains 1–2 cm broad leaflets. Lupine flowers
are up to 80 cm long in a single terminal, and they are in shades of blue, pink and
white (Fremstad 2010). Lupine is native to the western parts of North America and
has been recorded in many habitats in Europe, such as grasslands in Germany,
Lithuania and at road verges as well as in ruderal areas in Scandinavia (Fremstad
2010). The Rhön UNESCO biosphere reserve in Germany covers a total area of
2433 km2 and mainly consists of low mountain semi-natural grasslands (e.g.
NATURA habitat types 6520—mountain hay meadows, and 6230—species-rich
Nardus grasslands) (Biosphärenreservat Rhön 2019). In the last few decades,
lupine invaded significant parts of the grasslands in the biosphere reserve and
substantially changed the habitat functionality mainly through the ability to fix
atmospheric nitrogen, which transforms the low-growing, open and species-rich
grasslands into dense and productive, but species-poor dominance stands (Otte
and Maul 2005b; Klinger et al. 2019b). Individual lupine plants are controlled
manually at early stages of invasion to prevent a massive invasion by lupine, and
grassland mowing is allowed after 1st July to maintain a broad diversity of insects
and ground breeding birds (Biosphärenreservat Rhön 2019).
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The knowledge of the spatial distribution of lupine in the grasslands is vital to
conduct control activities and to monitor their efficacy. The first lupine distribution
map of the region was created in 1998 using manually digitised aerial photographs
at a 1:2.500 scale (Otte and Maul 2005b). The latest map of the spatial distribution
was generated in 2016 using 20 cm digital ortho-mosaics from aerial photographs
(Klinger et al. 2019b). Those maps were useful to monitor changes in the lupine
distribution in the long term. The interval between the two maps of 18 years is partly
due to the time- and labour-demanding processes involved. Therefore, a
repeatable, transferable methodology is needed, that produces lupine distribution
maps at different spatial and temporal scales to monitor the lupine distribution and
to assess the benefit of control activities.
According to Skowronek et al. (2018), RS-based mapping of the spatial distribution
of Lupine was not successfully implemented until now. In order to fill this gap, we
propose an approach to map invasive lupine in grassland, which is based on UAVborne RS data and OBIA. We hypothesise that the proposed procedure could
categorise lupine and non-lupine vegetation in grasslands with the same precision
as the standard digitising method. This study presents an operational workflow to
create maps of lupine cover and compares lupine distribution maps from the
developed workflow with manually digitised lupine coverage maps.

5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Study Area
The study was carried out in two grassland fields at Rhön UNESCO biosphere
reserve in Germany, which were invaded by lupine (Figures 5.1a, 5.1b, 5.2). One
field was classified as a former mountain hay meadow (hereafter referred to as
G1), and the other was an old Nardus stricta grassland (hereafter referred to as
G2). In both fields, rectangle plots of 1500 m2 (50 m by 30 m) were chosen as study
areas, and 15 small plots of 64m2 (8 m by 8 m) were established within a grid
(Figure 5.1c, 5.1d). Three cutting dates (12th June, 26th June, 09th July, hereafter
referred to as D1, D2, and D3, respectively) were randomly assigned to 5 replicated
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plots (Figure 5.1c, 5.1d). At each date, plots were mowed at a stubble height of
5 cm, and biomass was removed from the field.

Figure 5.1 a Location of the Rhön UNESCO biosphere reserve, (b) positions of the
two grassland fields, and the experimental plot design of (c) G1 and (d) G2
grasslands
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Figure 5.2 Lupine invaded grassland in the Rhön UNESCO biosphere reserve

5.2.2 Data Collection
At each sampling date in each grassland field, UAV-borne images were acquired.
A DJI-Phantom IV quadcopter (DJI, China) with an inbuilt off-the-shelf camera
(FC330) was employed to obtain UAV-borne RGB images. The camera (FC330)
captures a 12-megapixel image in red (R), green (G), and blue (B) bands. The UAV
was flown at 20 m flying height, and it resulted in 0.009 m ground sampling
distance. The UAV flight mission was designed using Pix4D capture app for
Android (App version 4.4.0, Pix4D, Switzerland). The UAV was flown as double
grid mission (two perpendicular missions), and the camera was triggered
automatically to capture nadir-looking images based on the image overlap
configuration (80% both forward and side overlap). All the flight sessions were
conducted between 12:00 and 14:00. Before each flight session, nine black and
white 1 m2 ground control points were distributed over the study area. Just after
the UAV flights, the position of each ground control point was measured using a
Leica RTK GNSS (Leica Geosystems GmbH, Germany) with 2 cm 3D coordinate
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precision. Additional UAV-borne RGB image was taken on 16 August 2019, when
the whole fields were mowed.
A FLIR Vue Pro R (FLIR Systems Incorporation, USA) thermal camera was
attached to the UAV parallel to the RGB camera. The camera has a 19 mm lens,
and it has a spectral sensitivity between 7500 and 13,500 nm. With a single UAV
flight, both thermal and RGB images were captured simultaneously. The thermal
camera captures images as a radiometric JPEG which contains radiometrically
calibrated temperature data. The thermal image has 640 by 512 pixels (FLIR
2016). The thermal camera was triggered every second throughout the whole UAV
mission. Before each thermal data collection, metadata related to the thermal
camera were collected using the FLIR UAS 2 app (App version 2.2.4, FLIR
Systems Incorporation, USA), such as distance to the target (20 m), relative
humidity, air temperature, and emissivity (0.98). All the metadata were saved in
each captured image’s EXIF data.
A total of six UAV-borne RGB and six thermal datasets were collected. Hereafter,
each dataset is labelled according to cutting date and grassland type (DiGj: where
i = 1, 2, 3 and j = 1, 2). In each dataset, maturity stages of grasslands were different
due to mowing activities in 64 m2 small plots. Maturity stage was lowest (V0) in the
D1 dataset and was the same for all 30 small plots. At the 2nd cutting date (D2),
20 small plots out of 30 were covered by 2 weeks older vegetation (V2 weeks), while
10 small plots (which were cut at D1) had vegetation which was regrown for
2 weeks (VR2 weeks). The D3 dataset was composed of 10 plots with undisturbed
vegetation (V4 weeks) which was 4 weeks older than V0, 10 plots of VR2weeks, and
further 10 plots with vegetation regrown for 4 weeks (VR4 weeks) after D1.
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5.2.3 Object-Based Image Analysis
5.2.3.1 Canopy Height Model and Point Density
Each collected dataset was processed separately, and the same procedure was
applied, as explained below. The UAV-borne RGB images and coordinates of
ground control points were processed with the Agisoft PhotoScan Professional
version 1.4.4 software (Agisoft LLC, Russia). The software applied structure from
motion (SfM) technique to align multi-view overlapping images and to build a dense
3D point cloud. The procedure of point cloud generation and canopy height
computation was adapted from Wijesingha et al. (2019), and further details of the
process can be found there.
The point density (PD) raster was created from the dense point cloud by binning
into a raster with 2 cm. The PD raster contained point count under a cell area
(4 cm2). The digital terrain model (reference plane) was generated using the
August RGB images with a cell size raster of 5 cm. The z values of 3D point cloud
and the digital terrain model based on x, y locations were subtracted to generate a
point cloud with canopy height. The point cloud with canopy height was binned into
the 2 cm cell size raster, where each cell contained mean canopy height value and
hereafter it was considered as canopy height model (CHM) raster.

5.2.3.2 RGB Ortho-Mosaic
RGB ortho-mosaic was obtained after further processing of the dense point cloud
in PhotoScan software. The output RGB ortho-mosaic was geo-referenced with a
1 cm spatial resolution. The RGB ortho-mosaic was converted into hue (H),
intensity (I), and saturation (S) colour model using GRASS GIS and hereafter it
was considered as HIS ortho-mosaic (Gonzalez et al. 2008; GRASS Development
Team 2017).

5.2.3.3 Thermal Digital Ortho-mosaic
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The single JPEG thermal image contained 8-bit digital numbers. Following
workflow and equations were adapted from Turner et al. (2017) to convert digital
numbers to temperature values. The conversion workflow was conducted with
EXIFtools and R programming language (Harvey 2016; Dunnington and Harvey
2019; R Core Team 2019). A raw thermal TIFF image was exported from the JPEG
image. Metadata of image were extracted from the JPEG EXIF header for each
image. Based on the metadata and raw TIFF image values, the image with
temperature was computed and exported as a TIFF file. The exported TIFF image
contained a calibrated temperature value in degree Celsius (°C). Like RGB orthomosaic generation, thermal ortho-mosaic with 2 cm spatial resolution was
generated using calibrated thermal images.

5.2.3.4 Spectral Shape Index and Texture Images
A spectral shape index (SSI) (Equation 5.1) based on RGB image values was
computed, and it showed excellent results for isolation of shadows within the
vegetation (Chen et al. 2009). Moreover, two texture features (second-order
statistics texture namely angular second moment (ASM)—uniformity, and inverse
difference moment (IDM)—homogeneity) (Haralick 1979) from both intensity image
and thermal image were computed.

SSI = |𝑅 + 𝐵 − 2 × 𝐺|

5.1

where R, G, and B are red, green, and blue values, respectively.

5.2.3.5 Segmentation
Segmentation and classification are the two main steps in OBIA (Silver et al. 2019).
The segmentation is the first step and by definition “it divides an image or any raster
or point data into spatially continuous, disjoint and homogeneous regions, referred
to as segments or image objects” (Blaschke et al. 2014). The quality of
segmentation depends on the balance between intersegment homogeneity and
heterogeneity (Espindola et al. 2006). Variance and spatial autocorrelation
(Moran’s I) between segments are utilised as measures to evaluate intersegment
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homogeneity and heterogeneity, respectively. The segmentation threshold (also
referred to as scale) can control the balance between intersegment variance and
spatial autocorrelation. Therefore, finding the optimum threshold is essential to
produce segments which are matching to the real-world objects (Espindola et al.
2006). Johnson et al. (2015) established an F measure to identify the quality of the
segmentation result for a given threshold value. The F measure is based on
variance and spatial autocorrelation and calculated using Equation 5.2 (Johnson
et al. 2015). A weight value (a) must be defined in the F measure, with 0.5 is half
weighting, and 2 is double weighting. The higher the F measure, the higher the
quality of the segmentation.

F = (1 + 𝑎2 ) (

𝑎2

𝑀𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 × 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚
)
× 𝑀𝐼𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 + 𝑉𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚

5.2

(2)
where MInorm is the normalised Moran’s I value, Vnorm is the normalised variance
value, a is the alpha weight, and F is the F measure.
Espindola et al. (2006) introduced the Unsupervised Parameter Optimisation
(USPO) procedure to identify the optimum threshold value for the given image from
a range of threshold values based on one of the quality measures mentioned
above. The USPO procedure was implemented as an add-on tool called
i.segment.uspo in GRASS GIS software (Lennert and GRASS Development Team
2019a). The CHM raster, PD raster and hue image from HIS ortho-mosaic were
used in the segmentation process (Figure 5.3). According to Georganos et al.
(2018), finding the optimum threshold values for different local image regions gives
superior results compared to the use of a single threshold for the whole image.
Hence, the image was divided into sixteen small zones (15 zones overlapping with
the 64 m2 plots for each study plot and one zone for the paths between the plots).
Specific local threshold (ranging from 0.01 to 0.15) was determined for each region
based on the F measure. The alpha value in the F measure calculation was kept
at 0.5. Python Jupyter Notebook codes from Grippa (2018) were adapted and
modified according to this study for automating the segmentation process using
i.segment.uspo for each zone. The segmentation procedure was applied
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separately for each study plot and sampling date. A total of six different segmented
rasters were created according to six datasets.

Figure 5.3 Flow diagram of the segmentation with i.segment.uspo and attribute
calculation using GRASS GIS (Light grey = User input, Dark grey = Intermediate
output, Blue = Processing step, Red = Final output)

5.2.3.6 Attribute Calculation for Segmented Image Objects
The segmented raster was vectorised, and each segmented object was created as
a polygon. Four geometric attributes [area (A), perimeter (P), fractional dimension
(FD) (Equation 5.3), and circle compactness (CC) (Equation 5.4)] for the
segmented objects were calculated. Based on all raster data (RGB image, HIS
image, CHM raster, PD raster, thermal image, SSI image, and texture raster), the
mean and standard deviation values for each polygon were computed as imagebased attributes. Attribute calculation was done using i. segment.stats add-on in
GRASS GIS (Lennert and GRASS Development Team 2019b). In total, 32
attributes (4 geometric and 28 image-based) were generated (Table 5.1).
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FD = 2 × (

CC =

log 𝑃
)
log 𝐴 + 0.001

𝑃
2 × √𝜋 × 𝐴

5.3

5.4

Table 5.1 Description of the calculated object’s attributes (FD fractional dimension,
CC circle compactness, SD standard deviation, SSI spectral shape index, ASM
angular second moment, IDM inverse difference moment, CHM canopy height
model, PD point density)
Attribute

Description

Area

Area of the object

Perimeter

Perimeter of the object

FD

Fractional dimension of the object

CC

Circle compactness of the object

Red (R)

Mean and SD of red image value of the object

Green (G)

Mean and SD of green image value of the object

Blue (B)

Mean and SD of blue image value of the object

Hue (H)

Mean and SD of hue image value of the object

Intensity (I)

Mean and SD of intensity image value of the object

Saturation (S) Mean and SD of saturation image value of the object
Intensity ASM Mean and SD of intensity ASM texture image value of the object
Intensity IDM

Mean and SD of intensity IDM texture image value of the object

SSI

Mean and SD of spherical shape index image value of the object

Temperature

Mean and SD of temperature image value of the object

Thermal ASM Mean and SD of thermal ASM texture image value of the object
Thermal IDM

Mean and SD of thermal IDM texture image value of the object

CHM

Mean and SD of canopy height model value of the object

PD

Mean and SD of point density value of the object

5.2.3.7 Classification Model
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Ten percent of the segmented objects (3698 out of a total of 81,704 objects) were
manually labelled as either lupine (L) or non-lupine (NL) based on visual
observation using the RGB ortho-mosaics. In each dataset, the number of L and
NL labels was very similar (L = 1892 and NL = 1806), and labelled objects were
spatially randomised. The labelled objects with attributes were utilised to develop
a supervised classification model.
Classification model training and testing were conducted using R statistical
software (R Core Team 2019). The random forest (RF) machine learning
classification algorithm was employed to build a classification model using the mlr
package in R software (Bischl et al. 2016). The RF has proven its efficiency for
image–object classification using objects’ attribute data (Belgiu and Drăgu 2016).
The RF algorithm utilises both decision trees and bagging (Breiman 2001). The
decision trees are created from a subset of the training samples with replacement
(known as bagging). Based on the average outcome from the decision trees, the
sample is assigned to a majority class (Belgiu and Drăgu 2016).
A total of six RF classification models were built, and in each model, five datasets
were employed to train the model, while the remaining dataset was used to test the
model (Table 5.2). All the attributes (32) were employed as an input of the model
alone with objects’ labels. Two hyperparameters, namely mtry (number of selected
variables in each split) and node size (number of observations in a terminal node)
(Probst et al. 2019) were tuned in the model training phase using random search.
The model was trained with repeated spatial cross-validation resampling (five-folds
and two repeats) to classify objects. The spatial cross-validation reduces the effect
of spatial autocorrelation for model accuracy (Brenning 2012). Under the spatial
cross-validation, the resampling is done based on the location of the observations.
The location was based on the centroid of the objects. The trained model employed
to predict objects’ labels of the holdout dataset. According to predicted labels and
actual labels, the model performance was evaluated by calculating overall
accuracy

(OA),

true-positive-rate

(TPR),

and

false-positive-rate

(FPR)

(Equations 5.5, 5.6, and 5.7, respectively).

OA =

𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

5.5
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K =

TPR =

𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

5.6

FPR =

𝐹𝑃
𝐹𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁

5.7

𝑂𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 − 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡
1 − 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡

5.8

where TP is true positive, TN is true negative, FP is false positive, and FN is false
negative.

Table 5.2 Details of the training and testing datasets for different classification
models
Model name Datasets for training

Dataset for testing

M11

D1G2, D2G1, D2G2, D3G1, D3G2 D1G1

M12

D1G1, D2G1, D2G2, D3G1, D3G2 D1G2

M21

D1G1, D1G2, D2G2, D3G1, D3G2 D2G1

M22

D1G1, D1G2, D2G1, D3G1, D3G2 D2G2

M31

D1G1, D1G2, D2G1, D2G2, D3G2 D3G1

M32

D1G1, D1G2, D2G1, D2G2, D3G1 D3G2

5.2.4 Lupine Coverage Mapping
A single RF classification model (Mall) was trained using all labelled objects from
the six datasets. Based on predicted labels from Mall, a lupine coverage map was
generated (hereafter referred to as classification-based lupine coverage map).
Additionally, the importance of the objects’ attributes to the Mall classification model
was assessed based on the mean decrease Gini value. It is based on “the total
decrease in node impurities from splitting on the variable, averaged over all trees”
(Liaw and Wiener 2002). The higher mean decreased value indicated higher
importance of the particular feature in the RF model.
A reference lupine coverage map for each dataset was created by digitising each
RGB ortho-mosaic and was compared to the lupine area from the classificationbased lupine coverage map. A relative number of no-difference pixels from two
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maps were computed as a measure for map accuracy (MA) (Equation 5.8).
Additionally, the pixel-wise correlation coefficient (PCC) was calculated. Each
64 m2 plot was divided into four equal areas of 16m 2 each, and the relationship
between relative digitised lupine area (LA) and MA of subdivided plots was
analysed to understand the MA at different levels of LA.

MA =

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑦 𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑤𝑜 𝑚𝑎𝑝𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑥𝑒𝑙𝑠

5.9

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Image Segmentation
Ortho-mosaics from RGB and thermal camera images were created in this study
as well as SSI, and hue images were computed from the RGB ortho-mosaic. RGB
images were processed with SfM technique to generate CHM raster and PD raster.
Exemplary images and raster from D1 of G1 are shown in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4 Exemplary images for D1G1 (Field G1, 12th June) dataset (a) RGB
digital ortho-mosaic, (b) Thermal digital ortho-mosaic, (c) spectral shape index
(SSI) image, (d) hue image, (e) canopy height model (CHM) raster, and (f) point
density (PD) raster

The CHM raster, PD raster, and hue image were utilised to create image objects.
The optimum threshold values for different image regions were determined using
USPO. As shown in Figure 5.5, three image regions with different vegetation
maturity obtained distinct optimum threshold values. Example of segmented image
is also shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.5 Course of (a) variance, (b) spatial autocorrelation, and (c) F measure
values for different threshold values in three different image regions where V 4weeks:
vegetation four weeks older than 12th June vegetation, VR 4weeks: regrown
vegetation 4 weeks after mowing, and VR2weeks: regrown vegetation 2 weeks after
mowing

Figure 5.6 Subset of the (a) segmented object raster (unique colour represents a
single segmented object and colours are repeated), and (b) vectorised segmented
object overlay with RGB image for G1D1 (Field G1, 12th June) dataset
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5.3.2 Classification Model Training and Testing
Six classification models were trained while holding out one dataset at each time.
The model results are summarised in Table 5.3. Based on all performance
measures in model testing phase, model M12 (model tested with D 1G2 data)
obtained the lowest performances (OA = 78.2%) and model M32 (model tested with
D3G2 data) achieved the highest values (OA = 97.2%). Although model M12
accurately classified all lupine objects (100% TPR), it also categorised nearly half
of the non-lupine objects as lupine objects (47.3% FPR). Additionally, models that
tested with D1 data (M11 and M12) obtained slightly lower performances compared
to other models.
Table 5.3 Classification model results (L lupine, NL non-lupine, OA overall
accuracy, TPR true-positive-rate, FNR false-negative-rate)
Model

M11

M12

M21

M22

M31

M32

Training

Testing

No. of objects No. of objects OA (%) TPR (%) FPR (%)
L = 1581

L = 311

NL = 1545

NL = 261

L = 1394

L = 498

NL = 1381

NL = 425

L = 1578

L = 314

NL = 1429

NL = 377

L = 1701

L = 191

NL = 1638

NL = 168

L = 1530

L = 362

NL = 1405

NL = 401

L = 1676

L = 216

NL = 1632

NL = 174

83.2

76.8

9.2

78.2

100.0

47.3

90.6

84.1

4.0

96.4

95.8

3.0

90.1

88.4

6.7

97.2

96.7

2.3

5.3.3 Final Classification Model and Important Attributes
After testing six classification models with the different spatial–temporal dataset,
the complete classification model (Mall) was trained using all available data (3698
objects) with spatial cross-validation. The Mall model achieved 94.2% training
accuracy.
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The variable importance of the Mall model based on mean decrease Gini value is
shown in Figure 5.7. Attributes related to CHM, SSI and object’s geometry (area
and perimeter) were the topmost essential attributes in the model. Texture features
from both thermal and intensity images were the least essential prediction variables
to the Mall model.

Figure 5.7 Important object’s attributes for the Mall classification model (complete
model) based on mean decrease Gini values. (FD fractional dimension, CC circle
compactness, SD: standard deviation, SSI spectral shape index, ASM angular
second moment, IDM inverse difference moment, CHM canopy height model, PD
point density)

5.3.4 Lupine Coverage Maps
Based on visual observation between digitised lupine map and classified lupine
map, both maps showed similar visual representation. Figure 5.8 illustrates lupine
coverage maps from both digitising and classification for three sampling dates (D1,
D2, D3) in G1 field. However, the area-based comparison showed maximum ± 5%
of the change in total lupine coverage (Table 5.4).
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Figure 5.8 Lupine coverage map of the G1 field with a, c, e, showing manually
digitised lupine cover (purple) at D1 (12th June), D2 (26th June), and D3 (9th July)
and b, d, f, showing lupine cover classified by UAV-borne RS data and OBIA

The classification-based lupine coverage was assessed against reference lupine
coverage map using comparing pixels in two raster maps. From comparison
results, map accuracy relative to the reference map and PCC was computed
(Table 5.4). According to raster comparison results, D1 dataset obtained the lowest
MA (80.4%, 80.9%) and PCC (0.40, 0.50) values in G1 and G2 fields, respectively.
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The MA and PCC values tended to increase with reducing lupine coverage.
However, comparison results for G2 dataset always indicated slightly better results
than G1.
Table 5.4 Pixel-based comparison between manually digitised and classified lupine
coverage. (LA: lupine area, MA: map accuracy, PCC: pixel-wise correlation
coefficient)
Lupine Area

Relative lupine area

MA

(m2)

difference (%)

(%)

G1

294

−5

80.4

0.40

G2

443

+3

80.9

0.50

G1

237

+1

88.7

0.52

G2

308

+3

89.0

0.61

G1

188

+2

93.1

0.63

G2

181

+2

93.8

0.68

Date Field

D1

D2

D3

PCC

Relationship between the relative LA and MA indicated a negative exponential
trend (Figure 5.9). The correlation coefficient between relative LA and MA was
−0.88, and trend line had 0.80 goodness of fit. Regardless of the vegetation
maturity, the explained relationship was valid. Until LA reached 25%, it showed a
strong relationship with MA, but over 25% LA, the MA values were scattered
around the regression curve.
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Figure 5.9 The relationship between relative lupine area (LA) from manual digitising
and map accuracy (MA) based on the generalised model, comprising
undisturbed/not mowed vegetation (V0, V2weeks, V4weeks), and regrown vegetation
after mowing (VR2weeks, VR4weeks)
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5.4 Discussion
Invasion by lupine endangers biodiversity and ecosystem functionality (Otte and
Maul 2005a; Klinger et al. 2019b). The spatial and temporal distribution of lupine
is essential to understand the invasive pattern, to plan appropriate management
strategies and to monitor the impact of control actions. While RS was utilised to
map several invasive plant species (e.g. Impatiens glandulifera, Spartina anglica,
Solidago canadensis), invasion patterns of lupine were not examined until now
(Skowronek et al. 2018). This study aimed to develop an operational workflow to
map the spatial distribution of invasive lupine in grasslands using UAV-borne
imageries and OBIA.
OBIA has shown its effectiveness to work with very high-resolution (< 1 m spatial
resolution) images, where several pixels represent one object rather than
classifying each pixel separately. While OBIA allowed taking advantage of RGB
images only, a pixel-based classification approach would have demanded spectral
signatures. Segmentation is the critical step in the OBIA. The first step of the
proposed workflow was to segment collected UAV-borne images into image
objects that represent either lupine or non-lupine (i.e. mainly grass) plants. USPO
based area-specific threshold values benefitted for obtaining good object
delineation (Figure 5.5). However, USPO for a multitude of image areas leads to
an increased computational time corresponding to the size of the areas and the
spatial resolution of the images (Georganos et al. 2018b).
Apart from optimal threshold identification, different combinations of various raster
types were tested (data not shown). Visual assessment of the segments obtained
suggested that the combined raster with CHM, PD and hue data provided the best
segmentation results. This is comprehensible, as the canopy height of lupine plants
is usually taller than the surrounding grass vegetation (Otte and Maul 2005a), also
resulting in higher point densities at the edges of the lupine plant than in the plants’
centres. Therefore, CHM and PD raster data significantly contributed to the
delineation of objects, and the contour-like pattern can be seen from segmented
raster (Figure 5.6). CHM data have been utilised recently as classification variable
for invasive species mapping (Jones et al. 2011; Lehmann et al. 2017), but this is
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the first study where CHM data were employed to delineate objects in invasive
species mapping. Additionally, hue data derived from RGB images characterised
the degree of pureness of the colour compared to the primary colours (Gonzalez
et al. 2008) also assisted in defining object boundaries.
Random forest classification models with 32 attributes as predictors were trained
and tested based on different datasets. The model M12 obtained the highest TPR
but got the lowest FPR and tended to over-classify non-lupine objects as lupine
objects. As the M12 model was tested with datasets containing only young lupine
plants, small objects that were not lupine may have been overestimated. This may
also be true for the M11 model, which had a similarly low accuracy compared to
the other models. Overall, the performance of the six models showed high model
stability and robustness across time and space, which indicate that the models
could be transferred easily to other grassland sites of varying maturity. As
demonstrated with previous studies (Belgiu and Drăguţ 2016), our results
confirmed that RF modelling creates robust algorithms to use object classification
in OBIA for vegetation mapping.
Several attributes related to plant structure or architecture as well as colour were
essential predictors in the Mall model. The height difference between lupine plants
and grass vegetation contributed to the classification of segmented objects. It
points at a prominent advantage of UAV-borne RS, which allows the separation of
two plant types by CHM attributes. This was also proven by other studies that
utilised CHM from UAV-borne RS data to map invasive species mapping (i.e.
Phragmites australis in estuaries by Abeysinghe et al. (2019) and Fallopia spp. in
floodplains by Martin et al. (2018).
Segment’s area and perimeter were further vital geometric features in the final
classification model, whereas fractional dimensions and circle compactness were
not useful. A closer look at the segmented objects shows that area (average values
were 0.04 m2 and 0.17 m2 for L and NL objects, respectively) and perimeter
(average values were 1.6 m and 3.5 m for L and NL objects, respectively) of lupine
objects were substantially smaller compared to non-lupine objects, irrespective of
the lupine coverage (Figure 5.10). The automated process segmented lupine
objects always in relatively small areas even when large parts of the area were
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covered by lupine. Our findings confirm results from other studies, where area and
perimeter were essential variables in discrimination models, e.g. species mapping
in arid areas as demonstrated by Silver et al. (2019).

Figure 5.10 Distribution of the values of the six most significant predictors in the
classification model for Lupine (L), and non-Lupine (NL) category. (a) mean canopy
height model values, (b) standard deviation values of spectral shape index, (c)
area values, (d) standard deviation values of canopy height model, (e) perimeter
values, and (f) mean hue values

To reduce the computation complexity, only two texture parameters (angular
second moment, inverse difference moment) were computed out of many existing
parameters. Surprisingly, all four texture attributes (intensity-based and thermalbased) were ineffective in our study. Previous studies (Chabot et al. 2018; Silver
et al. 2019) with OBIA have proven that textural information was useful. However,
they utilised many more texture attributes than employed in our study. Hence, the
accuracy of our models might be increased by including further texture parameters.
Corresponding to the intense green colour of lupine leaves and pronounced red
and blue shades of flowers, SSI values computed from RGB intensities indicated
higher values in leafy areas and lower values in regions, where flowering lupines
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dominated. Consequently, an increased cover of lupine plants at different maturity
stages resulted in increased standard deviations of SSI, due to a broader
distribution of the SSI values (Figure 5.10). This may explain why the variation of
standard deviation values among objects supported the categorisation of lupine
and non-lupine objects.
As lupine plants contain higher water contents compared to grasses (Hensgen and
Wachendorf 2016b), lupine-containing areas in thermal images showed lower
temperatures compared to the surrounding grass area (Figure 5.4b). Additionally,
the bushy structure of lupine plants creates shaded areas in the surrounding, which
may have further decreased temperature. Surprisingly, temperature-related
attributes (temperature or texture attributes from thermal image) did not become
significant predictors in the classification models. Evidently, other predictors were
of superior relevance than the temperature attributes. However, this leads to
reduced costs for sensors and platforms as well as model complexity and
computing time.
As relative LA increased, the MA of the lupine coverage maps that generated from
our workflow decreased (Figure 5.9). The negative relationship was valid for both
undisturbed vegetation of different maturity and regrown vegetation after mowing.
With an increasing lupine area, the classification procedure tends to over-estimate
lupine coverage due to difficulty to separate lupine and grass vegetation. In
general, early detection of invasive plant species and rapid action are critical to
control invasive species (Wittenberg and Cock 2001). Similarly, for lupine
management activities, ecologists prefer to act in regions with lower lupine
coverage, as at this stage of invasion, eradication and containment are easier than
in high lupine coverage regions. Since maps with lower lupine coverage were
accurate, ecologists can identify regions with relatively small lupine coverage and
precisely locate single lupine plants for eradication.
Though it could be shown that the proposed method performed as well as the
standard digitising method, it may be criticised that vegetation mapping based on
UAV-borne RS data is challenging to scale up (Chabot et al. 2018). In this study,
one UAV flight took 20 min (including ground preparation and flight time) to collect
data of approximately 0.4 hectares (without thermal sensor). The conduction of
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additional flight sessions, as well as expected advance in sensor and platform
technology, may lead to an increased data acquisition area in the future. The
proposed method can be considered cost-efficient, as it only requires a standard
UAV-mounted RGB camera, and as most of the utilised software is free and opensource (GRASS GIS, R, QGIS), except the Agisoft PhotoScan software, which
could be replaced with available free software namely open drone map (Open
Drone Map 2019).
Our proposed classification approach can easily be applied in other comparable
environments, as the model was trained with heterogeneous datasets from
commonly occurring grassland vegetation at different stages of maturity. The
spatial lupine coverage maps that were created can be utilised (i) to identify the
distribution of lupine in grasslands, (ii) to estimate the size and degree of lupine
invasion by comparing maps generated in different years, and (iii) to evaluate the
effectiveness of lupine control. As suggested by Kattenborn et al. (2019), UAVborne lupine coverage maps can further be employed for the creation of field
samples to train and test satellite image-based models for invasive lupine mapping
in larger areas.

5.5 Conclusion
Gaining knowledge on the spatio-temporal distribution of lupine is vital to maintain
biodiversity in grasslands which are threatened by the invasion of this plant. We
successfully developed a workflow that can accurately map lupine coverage in a
grassland using UAV-borne RS and OBIA. In our proposed workflow, we
developed a robust RF classification model that can classify lupine and non-lupine
image objects. The resulting maps showed a ± 5% discrepancy in the lupine area
compared to the standard digitising method. Moreover, the classification model can
be transferred to other regions, and thereby overcomes limitations of the standard
way of lupine mapping. Finally, the developed procedure can be adapted for
mapping other invasive species.
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6 Potentials and Limitations of
WorldView-3 data for the detection
of invasive Lupinus polyphyllus
Lindl. in semi-natural grasslands

Abstract
Semi-natural grasslands contribute highly to biodiversity and other ecosystem
services, but they are at risk by the spread of invasive plant species which alter
their habitat structure. Large area grassland monitoring can be a powerful tool to
manage invaded ecosystems. Therefore, WorldView-3 multispectral sensor data
was utilised to train multiple machine learning algorithms to detect L. polyphyllus
in a nature protection grassland ecosystem. Different degree of L. polyphyllus
cover was collected on 3×3 m reference plots and multispectral bands, indices and
texture features were used in a feature selection process to identify the most
promising classification model. Best performance was achieved with a binary
classification of lupin-free vs fully invaded 3×3 m plot classification with a set of 7
features out of 763. The findings reveal that L. polyphyllus detection from
WorldView-3 sensor data is limited to large dominant spots and not
recommendable for lower contributions, especially single plant detection. Further
research is needed to clarify if different phenological stages of L. polyphyllus as
well as time series increase classification performance.
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6.1 Introduction
Extensive grasslands especially at nature conservation sites are important habitats
for multiple endangered species (Wilson et al. 2012). Thereby, they have a key
role in supporting biodiversity, (Leadley et al. 2010). Besides biodiversity, there are
many other valuable ecosystem services, which are provided by extensive
grasslands, such as soil carbon storage, forage production for ruminants and
reduction of soil erosion (de Bello et al. 2010). Extensive grasslands as valuable
cultural grown landscapes are increasingly significant for species to adapt to
effects of climate change and human activities (Gross et al. 2016). Therefore, it
should be one of our main goals to preserve such refugium, because changing
climate will increase the challenges for species, which are adapted to specific
habitat structures and climate conditions, while at the same time, habitats matching
species requirements will become rare.
One threat to grassland ecosystems is the spread of invasive species. Until today,
there is no saturation in accumulation of alien species (Seebens et al. 2017). If an
invasive species has superior competition advantages, it can rapidly become a
dominant species in a habitat, which can be vulnerable to such degree, that
species composition changes drastically and ecosystem services get lost (Pejchar
and Mooney 2010).
One invasive species on the list of the 150 most widespread alien plants is L.
polyphyllus (Lambdon et al. 2008). Originated in pacific north America, it has
spread over northern and central Europe (Fremstad 2010; Hejda et al. 2017). L.
polyphyllus is a perennial legume that has often been introduced to new areas for
the purpose of erosion reduction, e.g. in connection with road constructions or to
increase the nitrogen pool at agricultural sites (Rehfuess et al. 1991; Valtonen et
al. 2006).
The Rhön UNESCO Biosphere Reserve is a middle mountain range in central
Germany, characterised by forests, marshes and extensively managed, species
rich grasslands. L. polyphyllus was introduced to this area from the 1930s on, as a
soil cover for spruce plantations and to stabilise verges (Volz 2003). Because of
abandonment of the non-profitable meadows L. Polyphyllus also spread in these
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grasslands and from the mid-1990s, monitoring and management efforts have
been carried out to control the species. Between 1996 and 2016, in parts of the
Rhön UNESCO Biosphere Reserve (‘Leitgraben’) the spread of L. polyphyllus has
doubled in terms of ground cover, both in open grassland areas as well as in areas
which are difficult to manage, such as the margins of roads and near cairns build
from stones removed from the grassland by farmers (Klinger et al. 2019b).
Its dominant stands have changed the habitat in such a way, that ground breeding
birds (e.g. Lyrurus tetrix and Crex crex) have lost breeding refugium and others
their food supply. At the same time, dominance of L. polyphyllus reduced the floral
biodiversity, because species with smaller habitus are disadvantaged against the
tall growth of L. polyphyllus single stands and especially large patches.
Additionally, L. polyphyllus can transport nutrients from deeper soil levels upwards
to the nutrient poor upper levels. The plant’s ability to fix athomspheric N can lead
to higher nitrogen pools, which can have negative effect for the originated species
requirements resulting in a loss of biodiversity (Hansen et al. 2020).

Figure 6.1 Regrowth of L. polyphyllus after mowing on extensive grasslands at the
Rhön UNESCO Biosphere Reserve in early September 2020.
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For an effective management, the distribution strategies of L. polyphyllus have
been studied and multiple expansion paths for seeds of L. polyphyllus have been
identified (Klinger et al. 2019a). From natural distribution and from multiple
anthropogenic vectors, management strategies can be formulated to reduce seed
transmission to new sites. As it is very difficult to renature already invaded areas
(Ludewig et al. 2021) and because of the danger of reinvasion, management
should be as effective as possible. Therefore, a long-term management, supported
by highly accurate monitoring is of great need to detect the actual spread and
identify threat in vulnerable areas with high ecosystem value. Management
strategies have to be validated on their effectiveness to evaluate the effectiveness
of management measures.
For mapping invasive species like L. polyphyllus, timing is important (Müllerová et
al. 2017). Plants must be distinguishable through phenologically prominent
features like the blossoming stage or at the end of the season, after grassland was
cut and a regrowth of the invasive species is advanced in height and less
senescent compared to its surrounding species (Figure 6.1).
Traditional cover estimation methods are using human expert knowledge to
estimate species cover in the field or using digitizing methods and image data from
aerial flights. As digitizing is highly time consuming, interpolation methods are used
as well. One way to eliminate the uncertainty of interpolation methods is the use of
computational classification of invasive species by extracting different features
from sensor data to train classification models and predict species cover. Training
samples thereby, represents areas covered by the invasive species (one class
classification (e.g. (Skowronek et al. 2017a; Kattenborn et al. 2019))) or additional
classes that belong to other species or surface types (e.g. multiclass classification
(Jensen et al. 2020)). Further, samples with different percentages of invasive
species cover can be collected to increase the degree of detail. The use of sensorbased species detection can reduce working load and increase the precision in
cover estimation especially in large areas.
Mapping efforts of L. polyphyllus in the Rhön UNESCO Biosphere Reserve were
carried out on a large scale in the region ‘Leitgraben’ (407 ha) by visual inspection
of experts at ground level and aerial imagery (Klinger et al. 2019b) as well as on
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small scale by unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) equipped with multiple sensors and
computer-based image analysis (Wijesingha et al. 2020b). While the acquisition of
species cover from human observations at the ground is highly time consuming,
UAV-based approaches have their limit in spatial cover due to limited battery
capacity. Additionally, drones are a potential disturbance to wildlife fauna (MuleroPázmány et al. 2017) through flight noise and the confusion of certain drone types
(especially fixed wing drones) with predator birds (McEvoy et al. 2016). Even
though, the impact of UAVs on wildlife species is uncertain and often not confirmed
(Israel and Reinhard 2017; Lyons et al. 2017), wildlife species living in habitats
mostly unaffected by human activities have to be considered as increasingly
sensitive to disturbances through UAVs. Aerial flight missions on the other hand
tend to be difficult to plan for a specific day time and season, and often exceed the
costs of UAV-based missions.
To cover large areas and still use the advantages of accurate spatial image
analysis compared to interpolation methods, satellite data may be used instead.
By this, the disadvantages through wildlife disturbance are eliminated, however,
limitations by satellites may arise from weather conditions (especially clouds) and
a reduced spatial resolution compared to UAV-based data acquisition. Compared
to large species (trees and bushes), smaller herbaceous species in grassland
environments are much more challenging to detect. Nevertheless, large scale
monitoring in Rhön UNESCO Biosphere Reserve with the necessity to reduce
impact on wildlife species leads to the subject of identifying the potential and
possible ways of detecting L. polyphyllus from satellite data.
Therefore, an eight-band multispectral WorldView-3 satellite image was acquired,
and multiple machine learning (ML) methods have been trained and tested on their
ability to classify L. polyphyllus at different degrees of ground cover. ML
approaches have shown good capabilities to classify invasive species (e.g. James
& Bradshaw, 2020; Shiferaw, Bewket, & Eckert, 2019). Additional feature selection
procedures proved successful to decrease model complexity and to increase
model performance (Demarchi et al. 2020; Shendryk et al. 2020).
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The overall aims of this study were:
•

Identifying the most promising classification algorithm detecting L.
polyphyllus abundance from WorldView-3 satellite data

•

Comparing classification performance of different numbers of cover classes
with variable degree of L. polyphyllus cover

•

Evaluating classification performance with different feature selection steps
as model input.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Study area
The Rhön UNESCO Biosphere Reserve is a 243.323 ha wide mountain region in
central Germany in 600 to 950 m a.s.l. Its core zone is characterised by extensively
managed grasslands, mainly used as meadows and pastures. This special
landscape provides a habitat for multiple endangered plant and animal species.
The management strategy of large parts of the grasslands was optimised for the
breeding behaviour of T. tetrix. Therefore, these meadows were not mown in the
early summer, which, among other things, supported the spread of L. polyphyllus
in the region. In the last two decades, the area invaded by L. polyphyllus has
doubled in the ‘Leitgraben’ site (Klinger et al. 2019b).

6.2.2 Satellite data acquisition
Satellite data was acquired from WorldView-3, a multi-payload, high resolution
satellite. It provides a spatial resolution of 31 cm for panchromatic band, and 1.24
m for multispectral bands (Table 6.1). The image was taken on 6th of August in
2020 at 13:44 and covered a 100 km2 area along the core zone of the Rhön
UNESCO Biosphere Reserve, where the ground sampling took place
(~50°28'07.6"N 10°02'03.8"E). Late summer was chosen for monitoring, because
at this time almost every meadow was mown which commonly happens only once
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in the year mostly in July. In August, L. polyphyllus has already regrown, while the
surrounding grassland vegetation was still at almost cutting height (cf. Figure 6.1).
Table 6.1 The bands of WorldView-3 used in this study. NIR: Near infrared
Band

Wavelength (nm)

Panchromatic

450 - 800

Coastal

400 - 450

Blue

450 - 510

Green

510 - 580

Yellow

585 - 625

Red

630 - 690

Red Edge

705 - 745

NIR1

770 - 895

NIR2

860 - 1040

6.2.3 Reference ground sampling
From 1st to 4th of September 2020, ground truth data was collected in the study
area. Therefore, 3×3 m2 flexible frames were used, which have been divided into
16 equal squares (4×4 matrix with 0.75 m length). These frames were randomly
distributed within the grasslands with different ground cover of L. polyphyllus. For
each sample, it was assessed how many of the 16 equal squares were at least
partly covered with L. polyphyllus plants. A total of 219 ground truth samples were
documented with different degrees of lupine contribution (Lupine cover classes
from 0 - 16 which equals to 0 % - 100 % with 6.25 % cover steps). Each sample
plot was documented with an RGB handheld camera image, taken from one side
of the plot at ca. 2 m distance. All four corners of each plot were measured with an
RTK GPS with a horizontal accuracy of 2 cm (Leica Geosystems 2017).

6.2.4 Pre-processing of satellite data
Pre-processing steps were done in QGIS (v. 3.14.16). Calculations of TOA radiance
(Equation 6.1) and TOAreflectance (Equation 6.2) (TOA: top of atmosphere) were
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made with the inbuild field calculator. Information on satellite and flight specific
parameters were given by the satellite data provider.

Lλ = gainλ × DNλ + biasλ

6.1

𝐿λ = Top of atmosphere radiance (spectral radiance at sensor) [W m−2 μm−1 sr−1)]
𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛λ = Band-specific scaling factor [(W m−2 μm−1 sr−1)/DN]
𝐷𝑁λ = calibrated pixel value [DN]
𝑏𝑖𝑎𝑠λ = (upscaling factor / effective bandwidth) + OFFSET [W m−2 μm−1 sr−1]

ρλ =

(Lλ × d2 × π)
(E𝑒𝑥𝑜 × cosθ)

6.2

𝜌𝜆 = Top of atmosphere reflectance (spectral reflectance at sensor) [unitless]
𝑑 = Distance Earth-Sun [au]
𝐸𝑒𝑥𝑜 = Exo-atmospheric radiance [W m−2 μm−1]
𝜃 = Solar zenith angle [°]

After these radiometric corrections, georeferencing was accomplished with GPS
coordinates collected with RTK GPS (Leica Geosystems GmbH, Germany) at
distinctive points (such as road marks and crossroads) in the study area.

6.2.5 Feature creation
The panchromatic band and all eight spectral bands were used as features
themself, as well as the Normalised Difference Spectral Indices (NDSI) calculated
for each combination of multispectral bands (Equation 6.3) resulting in additional
28 indices. Further, Haralick texture features (Haralick et al. 1973) were calculated
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for panchromatic and multispectral bands with HaralickTextureExtraction plugin of
Orfeo Toolbox library (OTB, open source (Grizonnet et al. 2017)) accessed from
QGIS. Simple Texture Set Selection was chosen as shown in Table 6.2 and image
minimum and image maximum were adjusted for each band separately, depending
on band intensity values. Expert knowledge was used to manually select all other
preferences (Image Minimum, Image Maximum, Histogram number of bins) to fit
the purpose of generating distinguishable texture features (Table 6.5).

𝑁𝐷𝑆𝐼 =

(𝑅𝑖 − 𝑅𝑗 )
(𝑅𝑖 + 𝑅𝑗 )

6.3

R = Spectral reflectance
i = Wavelength [nm]
j = Wavelength [nm]

Table 6.2 Haralick texture features computed over sliding windows with user
defined radius. g(i,j) is the element in cell i, j of a normalized Grey Level Cooccurrence Matrix (GLCM)
Texture feature

Equations (from (OTB
Development Team 2012)

Energy

∑ 𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗)2

Entropy

∑ 𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗) log 2 𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗)

Correlation

𝑖,𝑗

𝑖,𝑗

∑

(𝑖 − 𝜇)(𝑗 − 𝜇)𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗)
𝜎2
𝑖,𝑗

Inverse
Difference

∑

1
𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗)
2
𝑖,𝑗 1 + (𝑖 − 𝑗)

Explanation (from (Haralick et
al. 1973) and (Grüner et al.
2020))
Local steadiness of the grey
level
Randomness or degree of
disorder
Linear dependency of grey level
values in the GLCM

Local homogeneity

Moment
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Local contrast or amount of

∑ (𝑖 − 𝑗)2 2𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗)

Inertia

𝑖,𝑗

variations

Cluster Shade

∑ ((𝑖 − 𝜇) + (𝑗 − 𝜇))3 𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗)

Cluster

∑ ((𝑖 − 𝜇) + (𝑗 − 𝜇)4 )𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗)

𝑖,𝑗

Prominence

𝑖,𝑗

∑𝑖,𝑗(𝑖, 𝑗)𝑔(𝑖, 𝑗) − 𝜇𝑡2

Haralick

𝜎𝑡2

Correlation

Skewness of the GLCM
Asymmetry of the GLCM
Probability of two pixels with
similar grey level

From reference ground samples, plot corner coordinates were used to cut out each
reference plot for each feature raster. As multiple pixels were located in a raster
cut out, different metrics (average, standard deviation, minimum, maximum,
percentil25, percentil50, percentil75) were used to calculate a value for each
feature. In total, 763 features were created.

6.2.6 Feature selection
To gain a higher model simplicity, the total set of 763 features was reduced using
the function VSURF (Variable Selection Using Random Forest) from package
VSURF (Genuer et al. 2019). This method was chosen, because it proved suitable
both for binary outcomes (which was one of our classification scenarios – cf. Figure
6.2) and for datasets with many predictors (Speiser et al. 2019). In the first
(thresholding) step of VSURF, a random forest with 50 runs was used to rank all
features

according

to

their

importance

measure

(gain).

The

second

(‘interpretation’) step reduced the feature set in nested random forest models (25
runs), selecting the feature set from the model with the lowest out-of-bag error. The
third (‘prediction’) step was a forward selection procedure based on the previously
selected feature set. Here, an additional feature was only added if the out-of-bag
error significantly decreased compared to the average variation obtained by adding
a noise feature (Genuer et al. 2019).
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6.2.7 Model development
For model development, three different feature sets were used. The set with all
763 features, the one obtained by the VSURF ‘interpretation step’ and the one from
VSURF ‘prediction step’. The sets were assigned to three different classification
scenarios: A 17-class scenario, which included all documented data classes as
described before (chap. 1.3. Reference ground sampling), a 5-class scenario,
which aggregated the intermediate classes to nearly equal size in terms of number
of samples (cf. Figure 6.8), and a binary classification scenario which exclusively
contained sample plots with 100 % coverage of L. polyphyllus and those sample
plots which were entirely free of L. polyphyllus. Therefore, the binary classification
scenario only contained 82 of 219 samples.

Figure 6.2 Scheme of model development. DL: Deep Learning, GBM: Gradient
Boosting Machine, GLM: Generalised Linear Model, XRT: Extremely Randomized
Trees, DRF: Distributed Random Forest, SE: Stacken ensembles
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Overall, 9 different modelling approaches were conducted (3 classification
scenarios with three different feature sets each as input). Multiple machine learning
algorithms were applied through the AutoML algorithm (LeDell and Poirier 2020)
from package H2O ((H2O.ai 2021) v. 3.32.0.4). H2O is a machine learning and
predictive analysis platform that is written in Jaya and has an application
programming interface which can be used by web interface, Phyton as well as R
binding. AutoML can be used as an automatic machine learning workflow, including
training and tuning of different supervised machine learning algorithms (DRF:
Distributed Random Forest, XRT: Extremely Randomized Trees, GLM:
Generalised Linear Model, GBM: Gradient Boosting, Deep learning, and Stacked
ensembles (cf. Table 6.6)). AutoML trains specific algorithms in the following order:
A fixed grid of GLMs, a default DRF, five pre-specified GBMs, a near-default Deep
Neural Net, an XRT, a random grid of GBMs and a random grid of Deep Neural
Nets. The number of models that are trained is eventually limited to a pre-defined
training time. Additionally, and independent of time limitation, two stacked
ensemble models are built, one (SEfamily) using only the best performing model of
each algorithm family (DL, GBM, GLM, XRT, DRF) and one (SE all) combining all
trained models.
Preferences of the AutoML function were kept similar for all classification scenarios
and feature sets. Time limitation for the training process was limited to 600 seconds
for each AutoML-run. A leader board, ranking all algorithms of a run depending on
the mean per class error for multinominal classification and AUC (area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve) for binary classification of a 5-fold cross
validation was created.
𝐶

1
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = ∑ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑖
𝐶

6.4

𝑖=1

𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 = 1 − (
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)
∑ 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠
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𝑁

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝐵𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑟𝑦

1
= ∑ 𝑤𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 ln(𝑝𝑖 ) + (1 − 𝑝𝑖 ) ln(1 − 𝑝𝑖 ))
𝑁

6.6

𝑖=1

𝑁

𝐿𝑜𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠

𝐶

1
= ∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑖 (𝑦𝑖,𝑗 ln(𝑝𝑖,𝑗 ))
𝑁

6.7

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

𝑁 is the total number of observations of the corresponding data frame.
𝑤 is the per observations user-defined weight (defaults is 1).
𝐶 is the total number of classes (C=2 for binary classification).
𝑝 is the predicted value (uncalibrated probability) assigned to a given observation.
𝑦 is the actual target value.

On a test dataset of 20 % randomly picked samples, that represents a proportional
split for each class, and which were not included in the training process, the
validation measures mean per class error (Equation 6.4 and 6.5) and Log loss
(Equation 6.6 and 6.7) were calculated and leaders inside each classification
scenario were compared (all feature vs. VSURF ‘interpretation step’ vs. VSURF
‘prediction step’). Additionally, leader performance was compared among the three
different classification scenarios.

6.2.8 Model Interpretation
To get a better understanding of the underlying information of the prediction model,
the contribution of each feature to the model was investigated. Feature importance
was calculated for the best performing model of the most promising AutoML run.
Each algorithm family (DL, GBM, GLM, XRT, DRF) uses specific variable
importance calculation (e.g. for deep learning it uses the Gedeon method (Gedeon
1997)) which is executed with function h2o.varimp from H2O package. The
different calculation procedures are listed in the algorithm table (Table 6.6).
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6.2.9 Final validation of best model approach
The best performing AutoML run (among all feature sets and classification
scenarios) was inspected for its best models of each algorithm family (DL, GBM,
GLM, XRT, DRF) and for the stacking ensemble model which was built by these
five models. Each model was implemented in a loop of 100 training and testing
steps, each built with a different combination of training and test samples. This was
done to investigate the median prediction error among all 100 runs to decrease the
prediction outcome bias of a single test set that could be highly over-optimistic or
over-pessimistic. Additionally, the range in prediction performance was used as
indicator for model stability. Median mean per class error (Equation 6.4) and
median Log loss (Equation 6.6 and 6.7) of each 100 model runs were compared to
identify the best overall classification model for L. polyphyllus. Further, those
median model’s receiver operating characteristic curves (ROC curves) were
compared to investigate their performance when the threshold for class probability
is varied along the area of conflict between a high true positive rate and low false
positive rate.

6.2.10 Prediction map
At last, the whole reference dataset was used as training input in the model with
tuning parameters set according to the median performance model derived from
100 model run validation to create a prediction map of L. polyphyllus abundance
for the target zone ‘Leitgraben’. To his end, ‘h2o.predict’ function was used for
calculating class probabilities (for classification), which can be labelled by a
threshold that fits best the purpose of the prediction (e.g. a low missing rate of
lupine stands).
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6.3 Results
6.3.1 AutoML model comparison
AutoML was used to compare the three different classification scenarios and to
identify the most promising feature selection. Among all nine AutoML runs, the 2class scenario with VSURF ‘interpretation step’ as well as VSURF ‘prediction step’
feature set resulted in a gradient boosting machine algorithm as the leader model.
All other leaders were deep learning algorithms. The overall best performing
AutoML run was the binary generalised linear prediction model of Lupin vs noLupin plots from VSURF ‘interpretation-step’ features. Mean per class error of 0.31
showed the second lowest classification error after the 2-class scenario with all
features, but with a log loss of 0.75 the highest confidence in class assignment. In
the 5-class scenario, the best leader model was a deep learning model built from
VSURF ‘prediction step’. However, mean per class error as well as log loss
increased to 0.74 and 10.02 respectively. Leader from 17-class scenario performed
worst (Table 6.3).
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Table 6.3 Leaders of all AutoML model runs validated on an external 20 % test
data set. Grey row shows the overall best model from all classification scenarios
and feature sets.
Leader
algorithm
Gradient Boosting
Machine
Gradient Boosting
machine

Classes

2

2

Deep Learning

2

Deep learning

5

Deep
Learning
Deep
Learning
Deep
Learning
Deep
Learning
Deep
Learning

100

5

5

17

17

17

Feature

Features

Mean per

Log

selection

(n)

class error

loss

5

0.37

0.78

7

0 .31

0.75

763

0.25

7.04

11

0.76

8.04

15

0.74

10.02

763

0.84

20.62

5

0.94

12.45

27

0.90

13.18

763

0.94

18.11

VSURF
prediction
VSURF
interpretation
All features
VSURF
prediction
VSURF
interpretation
All features
VSURF
prediction
VSURF
interpretation
All features
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6.3.2 Best AutoML model
From all nine AutoML approaches generalised linear model in combination with
binary classification scenario with 7 features performed most promising, resulting
in a relatively low mean per class error along with a low Log loss. The confusion
matrix (on 20 % external test set) revealed a higherclass error in the reference ‘Not
Lupin’ class compared to reference ‘Lupin’ class (Table 6.4). The best model was
built from a GBM with tuning parameters as shown in Table 6.7.
Table 6.4 Confusion Matrix of best model (GBM: Gradient Boosting Machine) from
binary classification with 7 variables on external 20 % test data set. UA: User
Accuracy, PA: Producer Accuracy.
Pred. Not
Lupin

Pred. Lupin

PA (%)

Class Error

Obs. Not Lupin

4

4

50

0.5

Obs. Lupin

1

8

88.89

0.11

UA (%)

80

66.67

For the best model the feature set was reduced to six Haralick texture features and
one NDSI (p75_BLUGRE) calculated from blue and green band. GBM variable
importance, defined as the difference in squared error before and after a split using
a particular feature, ranked all Haralick texture features before the NDSI feature
(Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.3 Scaled feature importance of best (GBM) binary classification model.
Importance is calculated as difference in squared error before and after a split
using a particular feature.

6.3.3 Validation with 100 repetitions
After best AutoML run was identified, tuning parameters of best models of each
algorithm family were extracted from AutoML run to set up an additional validation
step. Each model was trained and tested 100 times. Median mean per class error
and Log loss for each algorithm was compared. GBM, best model from AutoML
run was among the other algorithms. Median mean per class error and Log loss
were generally similar for all algorithms, only DL with a high variation in Log loss
and a higher mean per class error, performed worse. SE achieved the lowest
variation in log loss values (Figure 6.4).
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Figure 6.4 Validation of 100 model run for the best models of each algorithm family
from AutoML run based on 2-class scenarion and VSURF ‘interpretation step’
feature set. Ordered by decreasing median ‘mean per class error’ and decreasing
median Log loss. DL: Deep Learning, DRF: Distributed Random Forest GBM:
Gradient Boosting Machine, XRT:
Extremely Randomized Trees GLM:
Generalised Linear Model, SE: Stacken ensembles.

The SEfamily model was built from best trained base learners (DRF, XRT, GLM,
GBM, DL) for training a second level “metalearner” based on a GLM algorithm.
According to feature importance of the metalearner, SEfamily model had highest
contribution from DL, followed by GBM, DRF, XTR and GLM (Figure 6.5). The
importance ranking is based on a standardized coefficient, which is the predictor
weight of the standardized data.
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Figure 6.5 Contribution of base learners to SEfamily. built with GLM meta-learner
and scaled importance between 0 and 1. The importance ranking is based on a
standardized coefficient, which is the predictor weight of the standardized data.

From 100 model runs within each algorithm family, the model with median mean
per class error performance was used to illustrate ROC (receiver operating
characteristic) curve. It showed that no algorithm was superior to others. XTR was
slightly superior in low false positive rate. A true positive rate (all Lupine samples
detected) of 1 was achieved by XRT, and GBM model with a false positive rate
(misclassified non-lupine samples) of 0.625 (Figure 6.6).
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Figure 6.6 ROC curve for median model from 100 model run of each algorithm
family and a stacked ensemble build from these. DL: Deep learning, DRF:
Distributed Random Forest, GBM: Gradient Boosting Machine, GLM: Generalised
Linear Model, SE: Stacked ensembles, XRT: Extremely Randomized Trees
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Figure 6.7 Prediction map from the area 'Leitgraben' predicted by GBM with tuning
parameters from the leader GBM model (Table 6.7). The threshold for class
distribution was set to the maximum value of a) F1 and F2, b) mean per class
accuracy
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6.4 Discussion
Identifying the most promising classification algorithm detecting L.
polyphyllus abundance from WorldView-3 satellite data
Our best binary classification showed slightly lower performance compared to other
studies using WorldView-3 images to classify invasive plant species. Shendryk,
Rossiter-Rachor, Setterfield, & Levick, (2020) achieved accuracies between 76.6
and 91.2 % with an XGBoost algorithm, depending on feature input (spectral and/or
textural information), which is close to the accuracy of the GBM algorithm in the
present study (77 %).
It was expected that a Stacked ensemble model would be top of the leader board,
as a stack of complementary algorithms should increase the prediction
performance compared to a single algorithm (Fang et al. 2021). Instead, SEfamily
model was on rank three after two GBM grids (Figure 6.9). A single ML algorithm
outperforming a stacked ensemble in remote sensing applications is not unusual
and SE models should be built from carefully selected base classifiers (Vasilakos
et al. 2020). Considering, that the SEfamily model was built from best model of each
algorithm family and that the most important algorithm inside the SE family was the
DL model (Figure 6.5), which had the by far worst log Loss variation compared to
all other algorithms in the 100-model run (Figure 6.4), the SEfamily model may have
been limited by this and by a lower contribution of the outperforming GBM.
However, the 100 model runs with random split of training and testing led to lowest
variation in Log loss for the SEfamily model. Validation with 100 model runs revealed
a high range in performance for all algorithms, which indicates a certain risk when
dealing with limited amount of sampling data. The goal should be to increase
sampling size to further calibrate the prediction model.
Because missing a Lupine spot (false negative rate: FNR) is much worse than a
false alarm, the threshold that defines where to split the probabilistic classification
value for assigning a predicted sample to a class, should be oriented at a low FNR.
One way is to add a factor to the F-score, which is the harmonic mean of user
accuracy (UA = TPR / (TPR + FPR)) and producer accuracy (PA = TPR / (TPR +
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FNR)). The weighted F2-score penalises more for false negative than false positive
by adding a positive factor of 2 to the importance of recall. However, interpreting
the results from prediction map (Figure 6.7), threshold for maximum F1 and F2 are
unfavourable, and a threshold from maximum mean per class accuracy seems
more reasonable from expert knowledge of the invasion status of ‘Leitgraben’. This
reveals the importance of ground truth knowledge and sensitivity for the decision
of adequate thresholds of probabilistic classification models. Compared to the
classification of invasive Hogweed based on Pleiades 1B satellite data from
Müllerová et al., (2017), with a producer accuracy (PA) of 86 % and a user accuracy
(UA) of 94 %, our SEfamily model (which had the lowest log loss variation) showed
a somewhat lower PA of 89 % and UA of 73 %.

Comparing classification performance with different numbers of classes and
variable L. polyphyllus cover.
Binary classification was the only potentially useful approach compared to 5-class
and 17-class scenarios. L. polyphyllus patches are therefore only detectable by
WorldView-3 image-based classification models when they cover at least a 3x3 m
ground surface. This is critical, as for management strategies, solitarily growing
Lupin stands have been identified as the most important drivers of L. polyphyllus
spread and invasion into new areas (Volz 2003). To reduce the lack of spatial
resolution, aerial imagery, fixed wing drones or drones with long lasting batteries,
flying at higher altitudes around 100 m AGL could be used instead. This would
increase the spatial resolution to roughly 10 cm and beside pixel-based
approaches, additional approaches like Object Based Image Analysis could be
considered (Wijesingha et al. 2020b), especially when high resolution RGB
imagery is available. However, this may increase the working load significantly and
may lead to conflicts with nature protection aims such as the prevention of
disturbance of wildlife animals.
Comparing classification performance with different feature selection steps
as model input.
VSURF feature selection excluded most of the spectral raw data as well as NDSIs,
which is not in line with results by Shendryk et al., (2020) where NDSI and single
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spectral bands were most important features. In their study, only one texture
feature was of any importance (‘Inverse Difference’), which was not selected in our
study. Nevertheless, multispectral sensor information cannot be underestimated,
as for the important texture features, NIR1 and NIR2 were the underlying spectral
bands. NIR and red bands were the origin for most important texture features both
in satellite-based (Gallardo-Cruz et al. 2012) and UAV-based studies (Grüner et al.
2020). This indicates that the generalisation of our findings across different
invasive species is limited, instead individual models need be calibrated on
individual feature sets.
General concerns
We have chosen August for data acquisition to have notable regrowth of L.
polyphyllus, while the surrounding grassland vegetation was still at almost stubble
height from the previous cut. Therefore, L. polyphyllus is distinguishable from
grassland vegetation on aerial imagery at this time in the year. Due to the lower
resolution of our satellite data, a preponed monitoring alternative could also
increase the classification performance of our models. At the end of June, when
mowing is still restricted by nature protection constraints, and L. polyphyllus is in
full blossom, spectral signatures of L. polyphyllus could be complemented by the
prominent violet flower spikes. However, training prediction models based on
blossoming plants only may lead to models that may miss many plants, as the
phenological stage of individual plants is not always synchronous. Furthermore,
other species with the same blossom colour (e.g. Geranium sylvaticum) may
complicate the model training process. It has to be stated that the time gap between
satellite data acquisition (6th of August in 2020) and collection of reference ground
data (1st to 4th of September 2020) may have contributed to the fuzziness of
models. Lowering the delay between both data acquisitions is important to disprove
a significant regrowth until the event of ground reference data collection.
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6.5 Conclusion
As binary classification was the only potentially usable approach compared to 5class and 17-class scenarios, L. polyphyllus patches are only detectable by
WorldView-3 data, when they cover at least 3x3 m ground surface. We have to
consider WorldView-3 data as very limited to L. polyphyllus detection in late
summer season.
To increase the classification performance, texture feature extraction from NIR
bands could be tuned to overcome the lack of spatial resolution. High altitude drone
flight with multispectral and high resolution RGB sensors could give more detail on
single L. polyphyllus stands. However, drone usage in nature conservation areas
could have a negative impact on wildlife fauna and the impact of high-altitude flights
have to be tested carefully.
Utilizing UAV-based semi-automatic reference data acquisition for training large
scale satellite images (upscaling) could be an additional add on to save time of
fieldwork and to create much more reference data of invasive species with high
accuracy (Kattenborn et al. 2019). Further, combination of different sensor data
e.g., hyperspectral and LiDAR data (Kopeć et al. 2020) or optical and ultrasonic
data, which has proven its potential for grassland quality parameters (Safari et al.
2016; Moeckel et al. 2017), could lead to higher classification results. A
compromise in spatial and spectral resolution could also be derived from airborne
hyperspectral (Skowronek et al. 2017a; Kopeć et al. 2020) data.
If UAV-based missions are impossible due to nature conservation restriction, a
future aim could be to train a WorldView-3 based classification model using times
series (Somers and Asner 2013; Förster et al. 2017) or collecting data in early
summer at the peak of L. polyphyllus blossoming phenological stage.
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6.6 Appendix
Table 6.5 Haralick texture feature preferences
Histogram

Texture

number of

Set

bins

selection

362

32

Simple

0.09

0,131

256

Simple

1

0.09

0.131

256

simple

1

1

0.036

0.118

256

simple

2

1

1

0.025

0.118

256

simple

2

2

1

1

0.018

0.135

256

simple

1

2

2

1

1

0.024

0.27

256

simple

NIR1

1

2

2

1

1

0.04

0.5

256

simple

NIR2

1

2

2

1

1

0.03

0.42

256

simple

Computation

X

Y

X

Y

Image

Image

step

Radius

Radius

Offset

Offset

Minimum

Maximum

PAN

1

2

2

1

1

100

COASTAL

1

2

2

1

1

BLUE

1

2

2

1

GREEN

1

2

2

YELLOW

1

2

RED

1

REDEDGE

Band

Figure 6.8 Number of samples for each class. 2-class scenario only used class 0
and 16, while 17 class scenario used all classes. 5 class scenario divided samples
as colour coded.

Table 6. 6 Machine Learning algorithms used by H20.
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Abbreviati
on

Name

Details

Tree based algorithm with bagging

Distributed
DRF

(Breiman 2001). Bagging has a

Random

parallel training stage for each

Forest

learner.

Same as DRF but with computed

Extremely
XRT

Randomized
Trees

thresholds for tree splits. Reduced
variance, increased bias (Geurts et
al. 2006).

Feature importance
calculation
Difference in squared
error before and after a
split using a particular
feature. Improvements for
a feature are summed up.
Difference in squared
error before and after a
split using a particular
feature. Improvements for
a feature are summed up.

For classification, GLM models the
conditional class probability and uses

GLM

Generalised
Linear Model

a link function (logit for binomial) to

Feature importance is the

relate the response variable to the

standardized coefficient,

generalize linear model (Nelder and

which is the predictor

Wedderburn 1972).

weight of the standardized

GLM uses elastic net regularization

data

which is a combination of the ℓ1 and
ℓ2 penalties to reduce overfitting.
Tree based algorithm with boosting

GBM

Gradient
Boosting

(Friedman 2001). Boosting has a

Difference in squared

sequential training stage for each

error before and after a

new learner, taking the previous

split using a particular

classification success into account by

feature. Improvements for

increasing weight for misclassified

a feature are summed up.

data.
Feature importance is
calculated from Gedeon

DL

Deep learning

Multi-layer feedforward artificial

method (Gedeon 1997)

neural network (multi-layer

which uses a weight

perceptron (MLP)) using back-

matrix analysis technique

propagation (LeCun et al. 2015).

for determining the
behavioural significance
of hidden neurons.

SEfamily

Stacked

Trained base learners (best DRF,

Feature importance

ensembles

XRT, GLM, GBM, DL) are used for

output is the contribution

from

training a second level “metalearner”

of each model to the

(with GLM).

stacked ensemble and not

best

model of each
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algorithm

the underlying features

family

from each base model
itself.
Feature importance
Trained base learners (all DRF, XRT,

Stacked
SEall

GLM, GBM, DL) are used for training

ensembles
from all models

a second level “metalearner” (with
GLM).

output is the contribution
of each model to the
stacked ensemble and not
the underlying features
from each base model
itself.

Table 6.7 Tuning parameters for GBM: Gradient Boosting Machine in AutoML run.
Values of best GBM model are for 2-class scenario with VSURF ‘interpretation
step’ feature set.
Paremeter

Searchable Values

Values of best GBM model

col_sample_rate

{0.4, 0.7, 1.0}

0.4

col_sample_rate_per_tree

{0.4, 0.7, 1.0}

0.4

learn_rate

Hard coded: 0.1

0.1

max_depth

{3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,

13

14, 15, 16, 17}
min_rows

{1, 5, 10, 15, 30, 100}

5

min_split_improvement

{1e-4, 1e-5}

1e-4

ntrees

Hard coded: 10000 (true value

36

found by early stopping)
sample_rate

{0.50, 0.60, 0.70, 0.80, 0.90,

1.00

1.00}
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rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52

model_id
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_13
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_18
StackedEnsemble_BestOfFamily_AutoML_20210529_134248
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_15
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_9
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_11
DeepLearning_grid__2_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_1
DRF_1_AutoML_20210529_134248
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_1
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_6
GBM_4_AutoML_20210529_134248
DeepLearning_grid__2_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_2
GBM_3_AutoML_20210529_134248
GLM_1_AutoML_20210529_134248
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_6
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_4
XRT_1_AutoML_20210529_134248
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_8
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_19
DeepLearning_grid__3_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_2
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_2
DeepLearning_grid__3_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_5
GBM_2_AutoML_20210529_134248
DeepLearning_1_AutoML_20210529_134248
GBM_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_14
GBM_1_AutoML_20210529_134248
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_8
DeepLearning_grid__3_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_4
DeepLearning_grid__3_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_3
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_15
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_2
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_12
DeepLearning_grid__2_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_3
StackedEnsemble_AllModels_AutoML_20210529_134248
DeepLearning_grid__3_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_1
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_13
DeepLearning_grid__2_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_5
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_1
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_14
DeepLearning_grid__2_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_7
DeepLearning_grid__3_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_6
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_7
DeepLearning_grid__2_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_8
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_9
DeepLearning_grid__2_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_6
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_5
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_11
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_3
DeepLearning_grid__3_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_8
DeepLearning_grid__2_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_4
DeepLearning_grid__1_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_10
DeepLearning_grid__3_AutoML_20210529_134248_model_7

auc
0.825757575757576
0.808238636363636
0.806818181818182
0.805871212121212
0.805871212121212
0.805871212121212
0.795454545454545
0.794981060606061
0.792140151515151
0.788825757575758
0.783143939393939
0.783143939393939
0.783143939393939
0.78219696969697
0.779356060606061
0.779356060606061
0.776041666666667
0.774621212121212
0.773200757575758
0.771780303030303
0.770833333333333
0.769886363636364
0.769886363636364
0.765151515151515
0.760416666666667
0.760416666666667
0.757575757575758
0.755681818181818
0.753787878787879
0.75094696969697
0.747159090909091
0.744318181818182
0.743844696969697
0.743371212121212
0.743371212121212
0.743371212121212
0.734848484848485
0.734848484848485
0.730113636363636
0.727272727272727
0.724431818181818
0.722537878787879
0.715909090909091
0.711174242424242
0.707386363636364
0.704545454545455
0.702651515151515
0.685606060606061
0.682765151515151
0.681818181818182
0.678977272727273
0.604166666666667

logloss
0.506142158284823
0.519614534904401
0.520882144124661
0.573453813694809
0.515381835671591
0.535859624130962
1.62071577485887
0.532260297354364
0.541496610009862
0.565944277276615
0.550293938265989
2.48783312036969
0.546883190436215
0.556554124249043
0.553532710399784
0.611742843178789
0.533689190740662
0.602451643972044
0.544485762902127
2.01359162344289
0.605953881933845
2.50877519075676
0.568664758121421
0.7101203615285
0.590918062852343
0.659639668773223
0.987195695325077
2.84600177076749
1.7218698582151
0.738741010088494
2.29280614918945
0.958290593735264
1.93648391341622
0.560087449326155
1.09293303249071
0.820114586926311
2.41481979285954
0.881132827081142
1.53845520228221
1.35766476713482
1.20729569412571
1.66895040231966
2.5164578782402
0.680287746205898
0.784462494921323
2.57921884909461
0.651063860146908
1.50492724196659
2.89154125277215
1.21779622324665
1.28245297975787
5.04850309097739

aucpr
0.853001183383475
0.848098626968939
0.864383909984425
0.840523556471551
0.844761532981319
0.828389655127183
0.840602660914553
0.840323666467553
0.833147595857633
0.834673961561651
0.833160805671985
0.827978487292217
0.81581580109039
0.837264225469436
0.738277464291604
0.840558821811871
0.834272204540911
0.810113173128389
0.749600561040661
0.819143037357952
0.791790047613688
0.818301684409969
0.823205392976803
0.800238162289226
0.814264885645434
0.805681786778038
0.802432482032229
0.796961799784655
0.810680670175021
0.812911118969349
0.8070849410336
0.809080280336882
0.800977488361905
0.816752548765264
0.769016906281594
0.806616385431539
0.791695695745304
0.806297927200362
0.810886400791788
0.797679048739365
0.764537494371596
0.816160934270468
0.718286009536221
0.752538620389156
0.794513409170944
0.743044000608016
0.773982541540948
0.739444890661828
0.722482668014048
0.755563823417821
0.726209006693324
0.718272216748013

mean_per_class_error
0.247159090909091
0.183238636363636
0.214488636363636
0.231534090909091
0.214962121212121
0.295454545454545
0.231060606060606
0.213068181818182
0.263257575757576
0.214488636363636
0.246685606060606
0.34280303030303
0.326231060606061
0.309659090909091
0.229640151515152
0.229166666666667
0.310132575757576
0.260890151515151
0.198390151515152
0.34280303030303
0.32717803030303
0.326231060606061
0.244791666666667
0.310606060606061
0.214015151515152
0.357481060606061
0.341856060606061
0.260890151515151
0.228693181818182
0.229640151515152
0.261363636363636
0.259943181818182
0.309659090909091
0.260890151515151
0.325284090909091
0.260416666666667
0.325757575757576
0.246685606060606
0.275568181818182
0.275568181818182
0.293560606060606
0.229640151515152
0.326231060606061
0.276988636363636
0.356060606060606
0.308238636363636
0.324337121212121
0.357954545454545
0.356060606060606
0.404829545454545
0.404829545454545
0.5

rmse
0.416934648967487
0.41419876780383
0.41596856975776
0.440466265437332
0.418520506780122
0.425829856697685
0.513326352944948
0.42097287662643
0.424962988736924
0.429584747367384
0.428921687469211
0.516246779338817
0.427695150729585
0.437547718968158
0.424703701731177
0.434941602064611
0.431453987511235
0.446718210353432
0.421674101188626
0.537612412659418
0.451765821107442
0.541881880300945
0.435845671429224
0.482335589767213
0.443912273055023
0.455224856520445
0.508658541506614
0.65415620320433
0.480338155982018
0.458150896493507
0.601990141631626
0.468627541108451
0.538953231899951
0.437821527958312
0.511844896425352
0.473304979031604
0.553010699370978
0.476890185709964
0.519612364895652
0.520718379651245
0.55213806112587
0.49291904802993
0.631558780853055
0.481637706665093
0.48226332277729
0.524746173761233
0.476755572799011
0.579074959350338
0.607441495001763
0.561921524451952
0.549615359711134
0.642675949244449

mse
0.173834501509641
0.171560619250211
0.173029851026317
0.19401053098831
0.17515941459549
0.181331066855171
0.263503944627762
0.177218162855132
0.180593541796219
0.184543055170699
0.183973813981435
0.266510737177702
0.182923141957602
0.191448006374238
0.180373234264165
0.18917419720653
0.186152543339345
0.199557159461373
0.177809047613236
0.289027106245481
0.204092357120882
0.293635972198487
0.189961449303591
0.232647621156085
0.197058106168878
0.20722966999406
0.258733511847636
0.427920338190704
0.230724744092205
0.209902243957804
0.362392130621666
0.219611772285352
0.290470586175403
0.191687690343751
0.261985197996679
0.224017603176107
0.305820833618778
0.227424249226484
0.269997009752453
0.271147630906618
0.304856438543835
0.242969187910732
0.398866493672597
0.23197488048161
0.232577912496193
0.275358546877055
0.227295876194913
0.335327808546596
0.368985169849977
0.315755799642405
0.3020770436304
0.413032375737254

Figure 6.9 Leader board from AutoML run with 2-classes and VSURF
'interpretation step' ranked by AUC of 5-fold cross validation.
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7 General discussion

RS-methods are prominent in experimental fields, arable and forestry
environments, but more and more as well in grassland ecosystems. For seminatural and natural grasslands, RS-approaches have to be conducted under many
unstable factors. Against the background of climate change and its threat to
vulnerable ecosystems, monitoring becomes more important to access new
strategies for ecosystem preservation and species protection (e.g., identifying
potential future habitats for species altered by climate change conditions). These
monitoring methods need to be adequately applicable for a multitude of
ecosystems and should be of high detail as well as large spatial scale and
eventually dense temporal resolution. The research of monitoring tools under these
conditions is essential to master the challenges of future ecosystem management.
The following discussion will try to assess the limitations and benefits of these
methods and their future applications in heterogenous, invaded nature
conservation grassland. Therefore, in part 7.1 and 7.2, the outcome of the
subobjectives of the study as well as limitations and benefits of the methods are
discussed while in chapter 7.3 the choices which have to be made, dealing with
RS applications as well as potential applications and future perspectives are
stated. The discussion will try to answer: i) What were the goals, and did we reach
them? ii) Did we reach them under best conditions of simplicity, time- and monetary
cost? iii) Are the new findings transferable to similar and non-similar application
scenarios?
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7.1 Monitoring highly invaded extensive grassland
biomass
7.1.1 With improved terrestrial LiDAR features
Estimating highly heterogenous extensive grassland biomass in fresh and dry
conditions, utilizing terrestrial LiDAR data, has been successful. Multiple features
have been derived from TLS data and assessments were made for each feature
under specific tuning conditions. These optimised features are a valuable
orientation for future applications of TLS in heterogenous grasslands. This can be
rated as a contribution to an application scenario with higher model simplicity. The
evaluation of the optimal number of scans, necessary for a successful model
performance, was identified and can be interpreted as a finding which reduces
working load in the field and pre-processing time of LiDAR data which is highly time
consuming and occupies huge digital data space.
There are benefits and drawbacks of the methodology utilizing TLS data for
biomass estimation in heterogenous grasslands. The high spatial resolution of
terrestrial LiDAR data is very powerful in heterogenous vegetation structures. The
ability to infiltrate the canopy layers and generate information of high point density
is especially valuable for irregular vegetation structures with different height levels
as well as different vegetation densities. Even though, CSH has been identified as
the most promising feature, which is in line with many previous findings, which
raises the question, if a simpler CSH model would have produced comparable
estimation performances. Wijesingha et al. (2019) found, that CSH from
comparably sparse UAV-derived SfM point clouds was slightly lower in
performance compared to the TLS device we used in our study. Still, benefits of
higher performance have to be weighed against the benefits deriving from SfM
methods. These superiorities of SfM lie in their ability to simultaneously collect 3d
point cloud data with 2d spectral data and to cover larger areas with comfortable
UAV-flights (Näsi et al. 2018; Michez et al. 2019).
In terms of costs, LiDAR systems have high asset costs. Know-how for practical
application and processing is needed, but this is also true for UAV-based SfM
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approaches, which is only accomplishable with a trained drone pilot. To benefit
from UAV-platforms, LiDAR systems can also be attached to UAVs. This
combination increases the coverage area and allows a continuous flight movement
which reduces the problem of TLS, having high point densities near the scanner
position compared to vegetation point cloud regions further away from the scanner
positions. At the same time, UAV-LiDAR relies on good GPS quality from sensor
position. Thus, high accurate GNSS (Globale Navigation Satelliten Systeme) and
IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit) device combination has to be additionally
attached to the drone. Complementary, optical sensors can therefore, only be
attached additionally to the drone-platform if the combination of sensors and GPS
is still in the range of the drone’s payload.
Unused potential from LiDAR systems lies in the emitted and backscattered laser
pulse which is a nearly monochromatic wavelength mostly in the infrared spectrum,
depending on sensor type. This signal could be used in multiple ways to reveal
additional information about the surface properties from which the laser impulse is
back scattered. One way is to detect multiple returns from the same laser pulse,
which is successfully applied for larger structures like tree canopy (Dalponte et al.
2009; Ussyshkin and Theriault 2011). For low grassland vegetation, these multiple
returns are, for now, technically not detectable with actual LiDAR sensors. A
second information from backscattering laser impulses can be formulated as the
vegetation’s reflectance characteristics at the certain monochromatic wavelength.
If this wavelength is in the range of a water absorption band or sensitive to other
plant physiological properties, the reflection intensity could theoretically give
outstanding

information

compared

to

neighbouring

backscatter

signals.

Interpretation of absolute reflectance is problematic because the reflection is highly
influenced by external factors. One factor is distance from scanner to target
vegetation, requiring a calibration of sensor-target-distance, especially for low
range (Kashani et al. 2015). To compensate this error later in the point cloud, each
point needs the information of distance from scanner to target before multiple point
clouds get merged in the later processing. A second error source for LiDAR
reflectance is the angle in which the Laser beam hits the surface of the target
(Kashani et al. 2015). This is problematic especially for heterogenous sward
structures because angles could vary extremely. From this point of view, further
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development has to come, to securely utilise backscatter information from LiDAR
systems for heterogenous grassland monitoring.
Cooper et al. 2017; Wallace et al. 2017 and Wijesingha et al. 2019 demonstrated
the usefulness of LiDAR measurements for grassland biomass estimation. We now
confirm, that even for highly heterogenous, invaded nature protection grassland,
LiDAR methods are suitable. Still, the benefits and drawbacks of high cost LiDAR
systems compared to low cost UAV SfM methods (Lussem et al. 2020) have to be
considered.

7.1.2 With fusion of terrestrial LiDAR and UAV-based
hyperspectral features
Due to its heterogenous vegetation structure, biomass of highly invaded
grasslands is challenging to estimate. However, RS sensor data fusion has proven
to be appliable for this task under field conditions and can be recommended as a
time-saving alternative for destructive estimation methods. The combination of
hyperspectral and 3d laser sensor data has shown enhanced estimation
performance because sensors provide complementary information of vegetation
properties. While hyperspectral sensor data is sensitive for physiological plant
properties and can directly illustrate the functional constituents and health of plant
material (chlorophyll, mesophyll, water content), 3d laser data is able to reveal
morphological plant properties. This benefit of multi-sensor data is important,
especially for heterogenous structure, which is in line with findings of Viljanen et al.
(2018) and Wijesingha et al. (2019) who stated, that CSH features are not enough
to accurately monitor heterogenous grassland biomass. Further, optimal feature
metrics have shown to be variable among different studies. CSH for example has
been identified to be important when it is calculated as the overall mean value
(Grüner et al. 2019) or calculated from 75th percentile (Wijesingha et al. 2019), the
80th and 90th percentile (Viljanen et al. 2018) as well as the 95th percentile (SchulzeBrüninghoff et al. 2019). As for future studies and applications, it is recommended
to calculate a multitude of feature metrics and use feature selection procedure to
condensate the feature set to a relevant sub-group of estimators.
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Hyperspectral data contributed to the sensor data fusion model (chapter 4) from
different wavelength regions. Multispectral sensor developments are still evolving,
and it is essential to address the need of spectral band combinations representing
spectral signatures of ecological important plant communities and species.
Therefore, identifying important bands from hyperspectral sensor data is needed
to check for potential multispectral candidates that fit the spectral requirements or
to address the need of new spectral band combinations to sensor developers.
Today, varieties of different multispectral sensors are already available for droneaerial- and satellite-based usage, many fulfilling the needs of ecological monitoring
tasks.
We have shown that validation of biomass estimation models has to be considered
highly dependent on the data split for training and testing purposes. A repetition of
100 random data splits revealed a high variability in model performance. This could
be caused by the type of estimators, which are partly correlated or caused by
limited set of reference data, which is a common problem in ecological studies.
This has to be considered when interpreting single estimation model performances.
Beside the beneficial attributes of terrestrial LiDAR and UAV-based hyperspectral
sensor data, both sensor types are equally expensive. This is a valid objection
against their usage because it will be much harder to collect additional calibration
data from other ecosystems and regions, as well as dense time series, to increase
the transferability of the estimation model. This extra data input is important to fulfil
the requirements for advanced RS-based ecological monitoring tasks. However,
terrestrial LiDAR as well as UAV-based hyperspectral sensor data is valid as a tool
to inspect biomass related features in high detail to deviate simpler approaches for
the future. Alternative approaches like SfM have been discussed already but a
special sensor fusion approach have been demonstrated by Aasen et al. (2015)
who used UAV-based hyperspectral sensor data in combination with SfM derived
from the panchromatic band information of the same sensor. Also mentionable is
the use of UAV-based LiDAR which also could be complemented with UAV-based
spectral sensors if UAV’s payload is sufficient.
Again, assets and drawbacks of different sensor and platform approaches have to
be weighted against each other for best choice at certain monitoring task. While
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LiDAR is expensive and spatial coverage limited, SfM has lower point cloud
resolution, and the computational approach of image stitching and point cloud
generating is susceptible for data loss on the one hand (to intense point cloud
filtering) and too much point cloud noise and artefacts (insufficient point cloud
filtering) on the other hand. Decisions for this trade-off could have impact on
usability of SfM-derived point clouds for biomass estimation methods, especially in
heterogenous grasslands where guide values for point cloud filtering are hard to
apply.
Integrating RS-based biomass estimation methods on the operational level of
extensive grasslands can be complex in the beginning. Its advantages against
established tools like the RPM are standing out, considering the high density of
RPM measurements needed for comparable results. Even for grazed Irish,
perennial ryegrass (Lolium perenne L.) paddocks, 24 measurements ha-1 are
recommended (Murphy et al. 2021). For highly heterogenous grasslands, RPM
measurements reach their limits of applicability.

7.2 Detecting invasive L. polyphyllus in extensive
grassland
7.2.1 With UAV-based multi sensor features
Invasive plant species monitoring requires high accuracy in species detection over
time and space. Beside information about the actual state and the management
strategies, flexible hardware applicability and appropriate detection models are
needed to generate a monitoring system that can as well give early warning of
newly invaded sites. This is especially important for areas which have low revisiting
time by human observers. UAV-based RS-approaches for invasive species
detection can potentially fulfil these requirements under certain conditions and
limitations.
An outstanding benefit of UAV-based species classification models is its spatial
coverage compared to field inspections and its automated modelling for species
distribution maps compared to manually digitised ortho-images. As presented in
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the study of chapter 5, low-cost UAVs equipped with inbuilt off-the-shelf cameras
(FC330) already fit the requirements of generating the most important features for
L. polyphyllus classification models trained on random forest algorithm. It can be
questioned, wether additional features captured by a thermal camera are
necessary to improve model performance. If this can be negated, hardware cost
can be further reduced, and simplicity increased. Additionally, open-source
alternatives for creating ortho-mosaics and 3d point clouds are available to save
licence money. This leads to a very cost-efficient approach with flexible
applicability.
Multiple drawbacks and limitations can be identified for UAV-based species
detection. Spatial coverage is limited by the flight height and battery life. This is
problematic for large scale monitoring, which is given for the core nature protection
zone of the Rhön. Further, application of UAVs in wildlife habitats is critical because
sensitive animal species (especially breeding birds) can be affected in a way, that
they abandon their nests. Others could potentially attack UAVs as they can be
confused with birds of prey or other threats. Affirming UAVs as non-critical to use
in wildlife habitats could be highly time consuming and costly. Another limitation
rises from methodology, where OBIA was used as a pre-processing tool to divide
ortho-images into segments corresponding optimally to shape of L. polyphyllus
coverage and its surrounding. If flight altitude is not increased (20 m), then
computational time increases significantly to cover larger areas that fulfil the
purpose of an operational application in the nature conservation zone of Rhön. If
flight altitude is increased, due to spatial coverage or protection of wildlife animals,
OBIA approach must be powerful enough to correctly segment ortho-images even
with sparser ground sampling distance. The importance of CHM as the basis for
most important features has two drawbacks. First, a digital terrain model (reference
plain) is necessary to derive CHM. Therefore, an additional UAV campaign is
necessary while vegetation is recently mowed or in early spring when no initial
growth has happened. But once done, this terrain model can usually be used for
long time periods. The second drawback from CHM is its dependency on a superior
growth of L. polyphyllus compared to its surrounding vegetation. This is not always
given and highly dependent on morphology of the grassland species and time of
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year. This could limit the power of CHM features to stages with rapid regrowth of
L. polyphyllus compared to its surrounding vegetation.
Klinger et al. (2019) stated, that the landscape composition and invasive stand
characteristics (size, form, and connectivity) play an important role for the spread
of L. polyphyllus. The use of landscape analysis to identify area structure with high
probability of new L. polyphyllus invasion could be verified and UAV campaigns
could be exclusively conducted at these specific landscape structures for early
detection. As distance to roads and clearance cranes have been identified as some
of those relevant factors for increased L. polyphyllus invasion, drone campaigns
would be much more time efficient focussing on those longish, mostly linear
landscape structures which until then have not been invaded by L. polyphyllus.
This could serve two main management advises stated by their research findings:
eradicate small stands and manage stands along road verges.

7.2.2 With satellite-based multispectral features
Considering the drawbacks from UAV-based approaches for L. polyphyllus
detection, satellite-based methods are a potential alternative with multiple benefits.
The ability to cover complete regions of interest with a single ortho-image is one of
the main advantages compares to UAV-methods. Images are taken without any
disturbance for wildlife fauna and can be conducted independently of restrictions
by nature conservation regulations. While UAV flights have a narrow time window
considering solar angle, diffuse sun light and most importantly weather conditions
with no rain and low wind speed, missions cannot always be conducted at a time,
when phenological and morphological stage of L. polyphyllus would be optimal for
detection. Satellite data has some of those drawbacks as well. Most important for
good image quality is a cloud free atmosphere, therefore, the time span in which a
satellite image is planned must exceed a certain time window as well. Comparing
the efforts to cover a large area with UAV flights with a satellite image, UAV
missions would need multiple flights even if captured at the maximum legal flight
height of 100 m AGL. As satellite sensors provide no LiDAR with sufficient ground
sampling distance, 3d features like canopy height are not available and mostly
spectral sensor data has to be used for modelling. Beside technical applications,
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cost efficiency must be considered as well. While some satellite sensor data is
freely available, commercial providers offer sensor data products in different preprocessing levels and band combinations. As higher temporal resolution could be
useful to acquire relevant information of invasive species, these costs would
increase as well.
As WorldView-3 multispectral bands provide a ground sampling resolution of 1.24
m, reference data of L. polyphyllus stands cannot be digitized directly at the orthomosaic. If possible, this would reduce the working load significantly compared to
ground data collection. Alternatively, UAV flight with high resolution spectral
sensors could provide the information needed for reference data in satellite
calibration (Kattenborn et al. 2019; Emilien et al. 2021). Therefore, parts of the area
covered by satellite image could be collected with georeferenced UAV flights and
this information could be used to digitize L. polyphyllus stands down to individual
plants. At the same time, the manual digital information derived from UAV-sensor
data could as well be used to train classifiers on the UAV-sensor data to access L.
polyphyllus cover in future automatically and provide large scale reference data for
classification models of satellite-based sensor data.

7.3 Potential applications and future perspectives
7.3.1 Choices to make
Sampling design
The studies from chapter 3, 4 and 5 were carried out on sampling field scale. It is
critical for robust modelling of qualitative and quantitative grassland parameters to
represent the full range of variation that is present in a species-rich, highly
heterogenous grassland habitat. Therefore, these sampling sites must fulfil the
needs to represent this complexity while, at the same time, allowing repetitions
without influence of external factors. Beside varying grassland communities and
compositions as well as slope and soil type gradients, additional effort is necessary
to monitor grassland near and under tree canopy which has to be considered when
applying RS-based monitoring methods in these landscape structures. For our
study sites, we tried to narrow the applicability to different species communities
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(Nardus stricta and Trisetum ﬂavescens grasslands) and had to leave out divergent
landscape structures. Therefore, we cannot transfer results from chapter 3, 4 and
5 with certainty to nearby fields with potentially different prerequisites. Study from
chapter 6 however, was conducted covering the complete nature protection area
of the core zone of the Rhön UNESCO biosphere reserve. If conducted in higher
temporal repetition, permanent georeferenced markers derived from crossroads
and well as comparable permanent structures could reduce working load and could
as well be ideally combined with UAV flights, covering the same markers position
to reduce the workload of UAV reference data collection to a minimum. As soon as
commercial and research satellite sensors reach a spatial resolution that fits the
necessity to identify single L. polyphyllus plants, UAV usage could be replaced
completely for faster workflow.
For an adequate model transferability, calibration sets from a broad range of sites
are needed in the model development process as it has been shown for SfM by
Cunliffe et al. (2020). Meyer et al. (2019) and Petermann et al. (2021) have stated
the importance of compensating spatial autocorrelation by spatial cross-validation.
Therefore, data is separated into spatial blocks and data blocks are iteratively left
out from calibration to gain validation without spatial autocorrelation. This
procedure commonly decreases the validation performance metrics compared to
spatially stratified or random sample splitting but is the appropriate consequence
to decrease the risk of over optimistic validation results.

Estimation and classification models
Features from LiDAR and spectral sensor data (especially hyperspectral) can be
highly correlated. The goal of RS-based approaches in ecology tasks mostly
focuses on prediction performance of a set of features on a predictor, and not
primarily on the impact of features on the predictor. Machine learning is a
favourable approach because it is highly efficient for this task. One of the most
used machine learning algorithms for estimation and classification purposes in
ecological research tasks is random forest (Breiman 2001). While in chapter 3, we
utilised linear regression models, in chapter 4 and 5, random forest was used
because of its performance and interpretability, and after considering different
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other machine learning algorithms. As machine learning models have been
criticized for their absents of methods to interpret feature importance and feature
contribution on estimation and classification models, developments were pushed
on to fill this gap. Today, a multitude of machine learning approaches are used
besides random forest, each having its unique and algorithm dependent method
for feature importance interpretation (Carvalho et al. 2019). Aside are some
general tools, developed to interpret feature effects on models even for highly
autocorrelated feature sets (Lundberg and Lee 2017; Apley and Zhu 2019). These
tools are valuable extensions in model development and future simplification.
Beside the relation of features on model prediction outcome, feature reduction is
recommendable to make model interpretation easier and even accelerate model
prediction performances (Genuer et al. 2019).
Machine learning approaches are still under further development, accelerating
computational speed and efficiency of training sets (Sucholutsky and Schonlau
2020), interpretation quality (Carvalho et al. 2019),as well as prediction
performances (van der Laan et al. 2007). Especially for species detection (Qian et
al. 2020), which can be classified as imagery analysis, deep learning approaches,
especially convolutional neural networks, experience vast innovations due to its
overlap with AI-driven (artificial intelligence) developments in economy and society
(Ma et al. 2019).
Another innovation in machine learning is the use of stacked ensembles, build from
multiple complementary base learners, which are as well machine learning models,
used to create a super model that can benefit from these complementary
estimation performances. Li et al. (2020) and Shahhosseini et al. (2020) have
already shown, that stacked ensembles can still increase the good performance of
base learners and thereby contribute to ecological monitoring tasks derived from
RS-data.

Complementary sensor systems
The benefit from complementary sensor systems has been demonstrated for
different ecological modelling purposes. The increase in prediction performance
has to be weighted against monetary cost, working load and interpretability. For
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example, chapter 5 represents a fusion approach in which a thermal and RGB
sensor were used for L. polyphyllus mapping. Since thermal sensor data can be
interpreted as an indicator for temperature-dependent biochemical properties, it
was added because L. polyphyllus was expected to have lower temperature due
to higher water content. At the same time, low thermal signals are related to
microclimatic conditions, influenced by shadows. As the plant height of L.
polyphyllus overshoots its surrounding vegetation, a morphologic-thermal
dependency can as well be identified. This raises the question if plant height and
thermal information are redundant in practical application. Since thermal sensor
calibration requires additional efforts and knowledge about thermal environmental
conditions, this sensor combination is a good example for the need of further
investigations in sensor data redundancy.
Beside complementary sensor fusion, different sensor platforms (e.g., UAVs,
manned aircrafts, satellites) could be used in combination to benefit from each
other. Emilien et al. (2021) described the different combination purposes as follow:
Data can be used a) in comparison to each other, b) as separate models for multi
scale explanation, c) to calibrate one model with predictions from the other one,
and d) to fuse both datasets to train one model with complementary data sensorplatforms. This could be used to combine both, sensor- and platform fusion to fully
gain the advantages of the full range of data available for environmental and
ecologic monitoring tasks.

7.3.2 Future Sensor scenarios
LiDAR sensor technology is probably on its way to a consumer oriented new
development which will open new highly liquid markets. In 2021, first consumer
smartphones and tablets were brought to market with LiDAR technology for ~
1000,00 € (Apple Inc., Ireland). The new light weight consumer LiDAR sensor
serves purposes of distance measurement in small areas of housings and yards.
Beside the usage in private homes as an advanced 3d measuring tool, artificial
reality (AR) could become a main driver for future light weight LiDAR
developments. AR can be greatly supported by LiDAR technology as it instantly
creates 3d digital environments in which artificial information can be implemented.
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This combination could highly accelerate the development of a) small weight
consumer LiDAR, b) powerful application software for private and professional
usage of LiDAR data, c) enhanced machine learning for structure detection and
automated volume, height, and distance measurements. This process could also
be beneficial for applications in smart farming systems and make LiDAR
technology affordable on operational level.
Spectral sensor development has different aspects to consider. First, spectral
range, detectable by sensors is still advancing. Besides visible and NIR spectrum,
short wave infrared, and ultraviolet spectra provide additional potential for
vegetation mapping and estimation. While ultraviolet sensors could access more
details of plant’s photosynthetic activities, short wave infrared has spectral regions
sensitive to cellulose and plant moisture content (Gao 1996). The second aspect
is the hardware design, allowing the usage in UAVs and handheld devices,
especially smartphones, to collect sensor data in user-friendly and fast way. The
third aspect is the development of innovative sensor collection techniques.
Alternatively, to pushbroom and whiskbroom systems of spectral sensors or the
averaged single spectrum of a spectrometer, new developments of snapshot
hyperspectral sensors (Aasen et al. 2015) and lightweight pushbroom sensors
(Büttner and Röser 2014; Suomalainen et al. 2014) have allowed alternative ways
to use spectral data.

7.3.3 What comes next?
When technological improvements allow dense temporal monitoring, actual yield
estimations and yield forecast will be usable as well to provide planning reliability
for farmers and data for environmental climate research. Forecasting can be used
to analyse different scenario outcomes, depending on different climate and
management scenarios. Beside yield, fodder quality information could enhance
management decisions for ruminant grazing, while species compositions and
biodiversity estimates could help in ecological monitoring tasks.
Future directions of invasive species detection are high resolution time series to
monitor changes in status and future trends. Ideally early detection and prevention
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systems of invasive species’ spread to new habitats will be realisable when a)
sensor data collection and processing becomes more automated b) there is
availability of high spectral, spatial, and temporal sensor data resolution with the
capability to process these high amounts of data fast and sufficient, c)
developments in UAV and sensor technology increase flight time, reduce sensor
weight and allow the use of multi-sensor equipment at the same time, and when
there is d) an efficient connectivity of research- and monitoring tools, combining
efforts of interdisciplinary researcher-, developer- and operator groups.
A trend for the usage of mobile devices transforms already the digital infrastructure
of economies. In 2025, Statistica (Lionel Sujay Vailshery 2020) estimated over 74
billion mobile devices. The development of mobile networks, connecting these
devices is the basis for ‘smart’ devices communicating in a heterogenous
environment (Li et al. 2011). As these networks become more robust to
interference, which is a logical side-effect of its dynamic characteristics, the mobile
network environment will trigger incentives for their usage, both in smart farming,
as well as in ecological monitoring. When mobile networks have proven to be
reliable and connected devices are safely operational, policies will create the legal
basis for applications of these tools. As costs for smart monitoring methods (e.g.,
drone fleets) would exceed the budget of many small-scale farmers and other
grassland managers, service providers could offer these monitoring tasks, avoiding
the necessity of individual UAV licences for each farmer.
We tried to assess the limitations and benefits of RS methods and their future
application in heterogenous, invaded nature conservation grasslands to gain
information on biomass yields and invasive species. In last consequence,
monitoring tool development is not efficient if its benefits are not transferable to
multiple scenarios and applicable on a regular basis. Technological developments
show promising directions for a worthwhile usage of remote sensing to master the
ecological and climate challenges of our time.
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8 Conclusion

The aim of this thesis was to investigate the potentials and limitations of remote
sensing methods in highly heterogenous grasslands invaded by L. polyphyllus.
Terrestrial LiDAR, UAV-based spectral and thermal, as well as satellite-based
multispectral sensor data were used to investigate methods for biomass estimation
and invasive species detection. From these findings, following conclusions can be
drawn:
•

Biomass estimation derived from terrestrial 3d laser scanner was
accomplished and an optimum set of model specific parameters to increase
model stability and performance was identified (Chapter 3). CSH models
based on point clouds, which were merged from two opposite scans,
achieved the highest average accuracy both for fresh and dry biomass.

•

Terrestrial 3d laser scanner and a drone based hyperspectral camera was
used to collect hight resolution 3d point clouds and hyperspectral aerial
orthomosaics of four extremely heterogenous grasslands (chapter 4). The
findings reveal that fusion of complementary sensor systems can increase
the power to predict biomass yields of heterogenous and extensively
managed grasslands. It is a novel alternative to labour-intensive, traditional
biomass prediction methods and to remote sensing methods using only
single sensor data.

•

Workflow for invasive L. polyphyllus mapping was successfully developed
using UAV-born RS and OBIA (chapter 5). Prediction maps from RF
classifier showed a ± 5% discrepancy in lupine area compared to the map
digitized manually by human expert. The developed workflow can be
adapted for other regions and for mapping other invasive species.

•

Large scale L. polyphyllus mapping was investigated, utilising multispectral
WorldView-3 satellite sensor data (chapter 6). It has been revealed that
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WorldView-3 sensor data is limited to large dominant spots and not
recommendable for lower contributions, especially single plant detection.
•

Remote sensing is a powerful contribution to yield modelling and invasive
species detection in highly invaded nature conservation grasslands.
Research is needed to investigate if the developed methods are further
transferable in time and space and to identify valuable method upgrades to
increase model performances.
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